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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLIQvl AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
I The subject of Special Classes for mentally-retarded 
pupils in the schools is one that has long been discussed, and I 
many educators have debated the problem of providing a proper I 
e~ucation for children so handicapped. As yet, few of the I 
constructive ideas advanced have been put into practice, ! 
however• Thus, in these days of changing educational progress, 1· 
a great opportunity is offered for further study in this 
particular field. 
I. THE PROBL:till\1 AND PURPOSE I 
II 
II 
The stud~ now completed,on the subject of educat i on of 
mentally-retarded pupils in the schools, was planned in such 
a way as to discover the scope of the different teaching and 
learning practices in use in the Special Classes which have I 
been established in the New England schools. 
not be dealt with from the standpoint of its 
V'lhile it could I 
full significance, 1 
a step that was not contemplated, its importance as a feature 
of education of children, to the learner and the teacher alike, 
has served as a challenge to effort along these lines. 
The specific purpose in making this study is a dual one: 
(1) to analyze and compare a group of Special Classes rated 
on selected items that appear to modern educators to be the 
components~ of a good curriculum, and, as an outgrowth of this, 
( l) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
(2) to .discover something of the composition of the Special 
Classes used in the survey. 
II. SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
It is well understood that to get a precise over-all 
survey completed, many specialists in varying areas of edu-
cation are needed, people skilled in appraisal and evaluation, 
with ability to pool the various findings. Since that type of 
work was neither possible nor feasible, the investigation 
then hinged upon a special means of attaining some sort of I 
I 
measure, and it was decided to use a rating 
No attempt was made to evaluate the teacher 
scale as a medium. j 
or the adminis- I 
tration directly since teacher and administration are so 
inextricably woven together in making provisions for pupils. 
It became necessary to incorporate items relative to both, 
placing the focus of attention upon the experiences of the 
Special Class pupil as afforded through various media. The 
use of the rating scale limited the extent of the experiment. 
The study has been further limited through the use of 26 
Special Classes in eight to\vns and cities with a radius of 
50 miles of Boston. 
III. NEED OF THE STUDY 
The curriculum of the American schools has been under 
constant revision for the last few years judging by the re-
ports of national organizations and special committees. Much 
I 
2 
time has been spent in determining glas and objectives, pro-
cedures to be used, the kinds of materials and equipment 
needed, the experiences to be provided, in finding new ways 
of evaluating progress and of determining education in terms 
of what it should be. Committees, commissions and members of 
councils have studied these problems. Theoretical and 
practical minds alike l~ve been taxed to find satisfactory 
ans -,;'6rs to suggested curricula, some being idealistic and 
others more practical. Theorists and practically-minded edu-
caters therefore have made contributions to the field. As a 
part of this vast educational system, the Special Class has 
not been immune to these studies. 
In thestudies made on mentally-retarded pupils who are, 
or were, in Special Classes more time has been given to the 
study of administrative procedures, or to the uniqueness of 
the mentally-retarded child, than was given to actual practice 
in the classroom. No appraisal, therefore, was available of 
the present practices in the Special Classes of the New Eng-
land area. Thus it has seemed necessary to study the Special 
Classes in order to find out what conditions actually exist, 
and to what extent the newer ideas in education along these 
lines have penetrated the class designed primarily for men-
tally- retarded pupils. 
As justification for such a stand, Cutts1 claims that 
1 Norma::_ E . Cutts, "The Mentally Handicapped, u Review 
of Educational Research, Xr (june, 1941), p. 271. _ 
-• 
•• 
more studies are needed in order to throw light on the organi- 1 
zation and methods of education. Hockettl substantiates this 
statement and adds that little progress has been made so that 
the needs are as great as ever. Goodykoontz later stated 
that 11 public opinion is ready for appraisal and for a plan 
of adjustment commensurate with and equal to its changing 
needs and obligations."2 
That greater effort must be made to bring about desir-
able changes, has been recognized by Martens, who says: 
Vie have fol~ more than 25 years given lip-service 
to the principle of providing for individual needs 
through the school program, but we have failed to put 
into effect the practical changes required to make that 
principle function. · ':[!he fault has been partly that o:f 
society in not supplying the tangible support necessary 
to put desirable school programs into action; but it 
has been equally that of educators who have not seen the 
total program or sought to find ways of coping with it. 
Organized and persistent efforts to bring about desir-
able changes have been successful in many other fields 
of social endeavor. They can be equally successful in 
bringing to realization f'ull educational opportunity 
for the four or five millions of exgeptional children 
and youth in our communities today. 
In the light of such statements it would seem necessary 
to make some attemp~ at least, to evaluate the present status 
of Special Classes now in operation. The results of condi-
tions such as teachers not knowing, or not using, the most 
1 J.A. Hockett, nThe Mentally Handicapped,u Review of 
Educational Research, XIV (June, 1944), p. 222. 
I 
2 Bess Goodykoontz, "Challenges to the :Present Structure I 
of American Education," 44th Yearbook, Nat ional Society f'or I 
the Study of Education (Chicago,l945),p.4. \ 
3 p;lise lVIartl?ns, ~ al., "Provisions f or :Sxceptional ChiJd-~1 
renin Regularly Vrganized Schools _, 11N.s.s.E., XLIV(l945) ,p.33. 
4 
I 
I 
efficient methods of instruction and the best curriculum, and 
of the administration's not supplying the materials and 
equipment necessary for use in the schools, is a pedagogical 
waste to the pupil since, thereby, he fails to receive a 
maximum benefit from the school. It becomes necessary, there-
fore, to indicate or at least to suggest, that when such 
waste does occur the pupil is being cheated of his rights. 
The mentally-retarded child, as well as other children, needs 
to have extended to him all the opportunities that the school 
can provide. 
5 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
!I 
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CHAPTER II 
H.EVIEvV OF THE LITliliATURE 
The problem of designing a curriculum suitable for the 
mentally-retarded group has been an educational one for many 
years. It probably originated in the Special Classes move-
ment in Europe. 
In the United States, the first Special Classes for 
mentally handicapped grew out of classes for incorrigi -
bles and truant boys. In 18 96, in Providence , a school 
was established for the care and teaching of ment ally 
d Gficient and backward children. 
Special cla sses for backward and feebleminded 
ch ildren were started in Springfield in 1897; Chicago, 
1898; Boston,l899 ; New Y~rk City, 1900; Philadelphia, 
1901; Los P~geles, 1902. 
The concept of education for Specia l Class pupils has 
grown and expanded as the understanding of child growth and 
development has unfolded, and as educational procedures have 
been explored. 
Most of the studies have dealt with pupil placement, 
administrative provisions, and follow-up studies . Many suggest-
ed programs, and programs found successful, have be en re-
~or ted. 
I. CHRONOLOGIC.~ k\RANGE~illNT OF STUDIES 
OOV'-2RI NG A l'J"UMBER OF SPECI.AL CLASSES 
One of the earliest studies on the curriculum of the 
Spe cial Class vvas that made of one hundred and twenty-five 
l Merle E . Frampton and Ihgh G. Rowell, :education of 
the Hand1:_capped, "History, u I (Yonkers-on Hudson, N.Y.: World 
Book Companyj 1938), p. 185. 
(6) 
classes in New York, in 1914, by Goddard~ He found one class 
per school, in most instances, but often there were from two 
to six classes in which 2 per cent of the children were 
feeble-minded, as measured by the Binet Scale. The classes 
l"anged from low imbeciles to high-grade morons, with an 
occasional normal or two . 
Although a special inspector had been appointed, in 1906, 
to establish the classes, secure the teachers and place the 
pupils, the method of pupil selection was by reconnnendation 
of the principal, who passed the responsibility on to tlw 
teacher if 
He found that the three "R 1 s tt and hand-work were the 
main methods of instruction. He seemed to thi~Jr that the for-
mer were Quite out of place in any curricula arranged for the 
education of mentally-defective children. But the manual work, 
although advocated, was found to be handicapped through a lack 
of adequate materialsJ trained teachers,and the presence of 
too many desks in the room, which cramped the work. 
On· the whole, the rooms provided were good, but they 
ranged from high to low in value. In the better-grade rooms 
there were work benches,tables, chairs, and a sand-table. 
Goddard reconm1ended that a special superintendent be 
appointed, having sufficient authority vested in him to enable 
1 Henry H. Goddard, School 'l1raining of Defective _?hil_9.r•en (Yonlrers-on-Hudson, N. Y.: world Book Company , l~Jl4), pp.'"9T. 
7 
him to deal effectively with problems which are incidental to 
classes for the mentally defective; and further, that a group 
be appointed, made up of five or more psychologists and 
physicians, whose functbn would be to determine which of the 
children should be placed in Special Classes. He thought that 
a greater number of ungraded classes were needed, and that 
the children should be given proper instruction both in manual ! 
training and in vocational work; and, in addition to having 
proper materials furnished, follow-up studies should be 
initiated in such a way as to throw light upon the value of 
the me thods used. He considered that the Child Labor Laws 
ought to be modifie d so that mentally-retarded children might 
go t o work as soon as those in charge of the schools, 
or classes, conclude that it is more profitable for them 
to be under the direction of their parents or in regular 
work than in the schools .l 
Appropriate domestic, industrial and manual training, 
Goddard concludes,should be the principal subjects taught,with 
reading , vvriting and aritbmetic au...-'Ciliary to them. His final I 
statement, in the light of more recent investigations, is 
illuminating, namely: 
Those cities that attack the problem in a large way 
and establish a complete and intelligent system of de a l-
ing with defective children will soon find~that many other 
problems , both educational and social, are greatly 
reduced in seriousne ss .2 
1 Ibid ., p .74 . 
2 ~·, p .75. 
8 
One of the earliest groups of' teachers to attempt any 
curricular studies was a Boston group that , in 1917~ brought 
out a work called The Boston Wax~ a work written to assist 
teachers and mothers, everywhere, to help the child to find 
himself. The emphasis was pl aced, first, on sense training, 
to include sight , auditory, tactile,&~statory and olfactory 
training; and second, on physical training, to include motor 
coord'ination, posture , games , folk dances, and some emphasis 
upon hygiene. 
The academic studies recommended were reading, to which 
great weight was attached, spelling~ language, arithmetic 
and penmanship. Geography and history as subjects for study 
were suggested, music and art were given a place , domestic 
science, gardening and wood work were recommended. 
The following brief excerpts, culled from the chapters 
on Programs and After Care , respectively, are of especial 
interest in relation to this study, that is, "No program can 
serve as a model for all classes, n2 and 
The successful teacher of mentally defective child-
ren owes much of her success to 3the follow-up work which she does with each child. 
It can be seen that curricula were slowly evolving for 
work with the mentally-retarded child. The presentation and 
1 The Boston Way, comp.f.:le d by the Special Class Teachers 
. of Bos£on. business a gent: rt . Claire Carven. George T. Angell 
School, Boston 19,Mass.{1917),p. 136. 
2 Ibid ., p. 133. 
3 Ibid., p. 134. 
ij 
II 
9 
I' 
l 
I 
discussion of the New=k Plan, by Anderson; in 1917, aided \1. 
in this. ~hat only 2 per cent of the school population was 
mentally defective, she considered a conservative estimate. 
According to the Newark Plan, the classes were divided 
into three levels, first, for the children whose mental ages 
were 2, 3, and 4 years, second, for children with mental 
ages of 5, 6, 7, and 8 years, and third, for children getting 
ready to go to work. The best among them could go into 
trade schools. Anderson considered that any child 
mental age over 10 years should be given the work 
ward,rather than a feeble-minded, child. 
with a I 
for a back- / 
The use of music and physical training were stressed. 
Emphasis was placed upon cleanliness, sense training, manual 
training, cocational and industrial training, gardening, 
academic work, and on some speech work. It was recommended 
that a mimimum period of time be given to teaching subjects 
which might not develop the child mentally, or that would not 
be of value to him socially. 
The next study to be presented in the over-all picture 
of Special Class work was made by Odell~ in 1931. He made a 
non- statistical questionnaire study on one hundred and sixty- 1 
I 
five Illinois classes. He found that the majority of the 
I 
1 t.Ieta L. Anderson, iEducation of Defectives in the Pub- 1
1 lie Schools (Yonkers-on-Hudson, N. Y.: ·world Book Co . ,l917) , II 
p. 104. 
2 Charles w. Odell, "Provisions for lViental·ly Atypical 11 
Pupils," University of Illinois Bulletin,XXIX; 59~ 'Jniversity 1 
of Illinois, Urbana, ~11 (1931). 
lQ) 
I 
:\ 
I 
t 
cla sses were at the Elementary School level, only a few at 
the High School level. From twelve to twenty children were 
enrolled in each class. In some schools there were only one 
or two classes, in others as many as four were held. 
Tl1.e I.Q. of these children ranged from 50 to 80. Those 
below 50 were looked upon as being too retarded to be edu-
cated in the Special Class. About 1 to 2 per cent of the 
pupil population were found to be in the latter bracket. 
Classwork ranged in type from what amounted to a regular 
course of study, wherein rote memory was the only provision~ 
to classes in manual training and other creative work. In 
I 
I 
!' 
I 
I 
all of the classes reading, spelling, arithmetic end language \ 
were t aught. In some cases shops, lcitchens and sewing-rooms ~~ 
were provided for the older pupils , \'vhen only one room was ~~ 
available, work benches, s stove, sometimes a sewing -machine, 
were installed. 
Individual and group construction, involving the use of 
materials such as cardboard, paper, cloth, woods and metal, 
were observed. Attempts were made to build skills that would 
be useful in the home, and to provide citizenship training. 
The group organization included groups r anging from one to 
four, Yvith project OI' unit assig!l.ments given. Individual 
work also was stressed. 
The typical housing found for these classes was that of 
a room to be used by one group for the entire day. Some 
11 
schools had rooms in which classes were held to provide a 
program for children who needed special help, but such space 
was rarely found for retarded children. 
On the whole, the aim seems to have been to assist in-
ferior pupils to become satisfactory members of the community, 
not merely to keep them happy or busy, as was suggested by 
the curricula of other schools of that era. 
In placing pupils in such classes, Odell sensed the need 
of utilizing individual intelligence tests even while he 
considered that a clinical examination would be preferable. 
He advocates the use of the Stanford Revision of the Bine~ ­
Simon Scale·, to be given by trained examiners. Recommendaticns 
for these examinations were made by the teacher, or the 
principal, depending upon the results of poor achievement 
or the scores from group tests. Permanent placement for child-
ren with I. Q1 s below 75 was advocated. 
Odell considers that a number of high schools, and some 
elementary schools, were doing good guidance work in choosing 
subjects for their pupils, but advocated more guidance in 
the vocational areas as well as in adapting the work to the 
capacities, interests and characteristics of the pupils. 
Witty and Beaman's report; based upon data from thirty 
cities and five hundred and eighty-eight classes, in 1932, 
1 Paul A. Vdtty and Florence w. Beaman, "Practices in 
Special Classes," Trends, I (January, 1932),pp. 4-15. 
12 
J 
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showed twice as many boys as girls in Special Classes. 
Selection for class membership was based, first, on the 
Stanford-Binet test, with teacher judgment, psychologists' 
opinions, and other tests, serving as the next criteria. 
Although dat a was supplied over a wide range in chronolog-
ical a ges--from 5 to 21 years, mental ages--from 2 to 5-3 
years, and I. e::~ . findings from 20 to 116, nevertheless little 
helpful interpretation was provided. 
~itty and Beaman claim, since the need for more adequate 
play life was noted, it might well aid in the development 
of a more effective curriculum. 
I n all of the thirty cities the majority of the Special 
Classes were located in grade- s chool buildings. Two cities 
assigned all of their Special Classes to special schools 
or centers, and seven used both s pecial schools and 
elementary schools. Subject matter, and ins tructional 
methods, resembled those used in the regular elementary 
schools. 
Only three, in all of the cities, reported activity pro-
grams, in twenty-seven clas ses. According to l'iitty and 
Beaman,"the majority of Special Classes offered the tradi-
tional subject curriculum of the elementary grades, 
1 
supplemented by handwork." 
Lack of proper equipment, trained teachers, and a ten-
1 Ibid., p.5. 
dency to follow the usual patterns, seem to have been the 
main reasons for failure to introduce more appropriate work. 
Even the junior high schools, and the vocational schools, 
gave more practical instruction in handwork. 
Reading and its related activities, spelling and arith-
metic, were allotted about 2 1-6 hours of time, and handwork 
was allotted 1 and 5-10 hours . The rest of the day was used 
for physical education, penmanship and music. 11Eerein, 11 says 
'Nitty and Beaman, "one sees the drill subjects of the ordinary 
elementary school. 'I'he rigid time schedule appears to typify 
most schools and few activity programs are reported."l 
The data showed a need for the scientific development of 
the curriculum, the formulation of more appropriate tech-
niques for instruction, and a better adjustment of work to 
the varying intellectual levels and interests of the adoles-
cent. 
At the age of 14 years pupils were allowed to withdraw 
from the Special Classes . However, they rarely withdrew until 
they were 18, the age to go to work. Some of them went on to 
the regular grades. The jobs filled by boys were as helpers 
in trade, service helpers, unskilled factory workers, or they 
were employed in transportation or delivery work. The girls 
went into factories, took service jobs, worked in stores, or 
I were employed in offices as clerical workers. 
II 1 .!.2.!.!:! • • p • 6 • 
~ 
14 
Eighty of the classes made provision for follow-up pro-
grams for one year, f ourteen for 2 years , and twenty-seven 
for from 3 to 5 years. 
For the purpose of determining valid principles as guides 
to setting up a suitable educational program for the Special 
Class, Featherstone1 tried to find out whether or not sound 
educational principles could be used with pupils of all 
degrees of intelligence. Accordingly, he reviewed the essen-
tial features of behavior and learning, then he questioned 
why variability of intelligence should be ttthe criterion for 
differentiating among all sorts of educational procedures." 2 
Next, he tried to discover the characteristics of the 
current methods and to judge their position on the scale. 
Finally, he examined the literature related to education of 
1! the mentally handicapped, in search of evidence of sound 
guidance to desirable practice. 
His conclusion was that naturalistic patterns of behavior 
are essential for transfer. Basj.c to this are certain prin-
ciples which, he says, are no different for the Special Class 
than for any other class. He; points out that there are de-
grees and varieties of application, however, and this is 
where the teacher plays a part, since the point of view of 
the teacher is the most important factor in building on a 
1 Wm. B. F'eat:P,erstone, The Curriculum of the Special Glass -
Its Underly~ng Principles , bureau of' PUblications,'l'eachers---" 
College, Columbia University,New York {1932),p.9. 
2 ~·' p. 9. 
15 
J 
naturalistic situation. She needs to keep her attention on 
an abstraction--the relationship of the individual and the 
environment as interacting aspects of one thing. The 
teacher, in short, must see 
the curriculum as a series of purposive experiences 
(the definition of objectives - the perception of closed 
cir cuits of events which bring adjustment and in-
creasing control) each succeeding one of which effect-
ively pursued, carries the individual (along any 
particular line) to new heights and wider achievements. 1 
These purposes should be intrinsic, the activity self-
sustaining. Here again, the teacher should play the part of 
guide, alert to discovering purposes and situations in 
which the pupils might learn, anticipating some of the re-
sults, knowing when to stimulate to activity, and discover-
ing self-revealed purposes that are valuable or the reverse. 
These intrinsic ~u~poses, especially for mentally-retarded 
pupils, seem to arise from first-hand or phenomenal events. 
For this reason, the use of the environment, together with 
manual work, is suggested. Sensory perception should be 
widely utilized, instead of so much reading and reporting. 
In other words, e ducation s hould begin with experiences and 
work up to generalizations. 
Featherstone says further, that e ducators need to be 
familiar with the interests and purposes of Special Class 
pupils, the interest span that permits worth while values to 
1 Ibid., 114. 
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to be gained, the talents and aptitudes, the de gree of' in-
dependence between more or l~ss discern! 1e as.Pect's · of' ~ 
intelligence, and finally, the type of school that would best 
supply the needs of the integrated personality of each child. 
Nor does Featherstone consider that one mental measure-
ment is suf ficient to determine the fate of the whole child, 
nor does he endorse homogeneous grouping on that basis. He 
claims that inflexibi lity in curriculum is due to unwise 
practices but that, even with all of its flaws 1 the less 
exacting atmosphere in the Special Class has helped to 
eliminate emotional tensions and disorders. He sees no 
reason for complete segregation,. He feels that the teaclaePs 
often were to blame for the stigma attached to Special Class 
pupils because of the remarks they themselves made about 
the pupils . He conceives of .a Special Class integrated with 
re gular school activities so that the disadvantages of 
segregation may be offset. 
Trends are brought about s lowly and often are hard to 
determine. 1Cnapp, 1 in a comprehensive study that included 
Special Class work for mentally-retarded pupils, undertook, 
in 1939, to discover trends. Be reviewed the literature 
regarding adjustments to individual differences covering the 
period between J·anuary 1929 and January 1939. He checked 
1 Hobert H. Knapp, 11A Survey of Practices and Trends in 
Administrative Provisions for Individual Differences,l929-
1939,11 (unpublished Doctorate Study, University of Nebraska) 
Lincoln, Nebraska,(l939), 215 pp . 
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these provisional policies in the course of' a survey of' 
twenty-one school systems widely scabtered over the whole 
country. He found that psychological clinical procedure, 
teacher judgment, social and emotional handicaps, environ-
mental and physical t"ac'tors, and heredity, were employed in the 
placement of pupils. He also found that the larger schools 
were establishing custodial classes f'or those pupils whose 
I.Q. range d from 35 to 50. Since the schools had a social 
goal as one of their aims, sex segregation was scarcely prac-
tices in the Special Classes. 
A functional curriculum, characterized by elasticity and 
flexibility, was being used. This program was remedial, 
corrective and developmental, and was suited to the needs of 
the pupils' mental capacities. 
At 14 years of age pupils were up-graded to junior high 
schools,or to pre-vocational schools, and, at 16 and 17 years 
of age, to the senior high schools. Placement in these class-
es was determined on the basis of pupils' ages. Certificates 
were awarded for a satisfactory completion oi' the program. 
Knapp also found that pupils with an I. Q. of 70 many times 
finishe d their junior high school work on a diversified 
curriculum. 
Manual work in general trade t raining, or the low-skill 
trades of the locale, was used. Wnenever possible, the v.oca-
lt tiona~ guidance consisted in g iving needed skills, in pro-
~. 
I 
~--
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4. Definite training in specific and moral habits 
should be given. 
5. Training for leadership in activities in which 
the child has had the necessary ability for leadership 
is necessary. 
6. It is unfair to dull-normal pupils to make 
participation in extra-curricular activities contingent 
on a relatively high standard of scholastic achievement. 
7. Recognition of the educational value of all 
types of mental imagery should be given. 
8. F'ormal instruction shotlld be intersperced with 
periods of relaxation and recreation. 
9. Instruction should be carnouflaged, whenever pos-
sible, with a spirit of play, dramatization, or 
competition. 
10. Oral expression on the part of the pupils should 
be encouraged and emphasized. 
11. 'rhe aim should be to develop the abilities of 
each pupft--not to correct irremediable defects or to 
develop abilities beyond the pupil 1 s capacities. 
12. The tempo of class activity, or activities, 
should be such as to give the pupils sufficient time to 
think. 
13. The preliminery and preparatory steps necessary 
to launching each new activity, are: 
a. to state clearly and specifically what is 
the goal of the activity. 
b. to explain and give examples which ·will supp-
lement the statement of the problem and insure the 
understanding of the sort of attack desired . 
c. to question the pupils in order to make 
certain that they comprehend clearly what they are 
expected to do . 
14. The teacher should arrange questions which such 
pupils will comprehend. 
15. Each question should 
satisfactorily solved before 
be answered and each problem \ 
another is introduced• 
l 
I 
viding related knowledge for application of those . skills, 
and social and economic knowledge for the occupational group; 
exploratory courses, aptitude tests, and part -t ime work ex-
periences, were included, qualification for jobs being a 
part of the program. The s chools helped these pupils to 
secure employment, contributed to the understanding of the 
employer, and used follow-up work for several years after the 
pupils had left school. Curaulative records were available for 
teacher use to insure better personal guidance as well as 
to aid in individualizing the program. 
Special abilities in the realm of art and music, leisure-
time reading , and manual arts, were considered, as were out-
of-class activities and hobbies. The programs were geared to 
provide an understanding of genuine life values. 
In his work, 11 Survey of l)ractices and •rrends in Adminis-
trative Provisions for Individual Differences,n Knapp has 
stressed the need of keeping certain salient pcints in view 
when teaching mentally-retarded pupils. 'rhese he grouped 
under the heading: Adjustments in Clas ses, as follows:-
1. Every subject taught to the dull and retarded 
pupil should have genuine life value. 
2. ·Practically all of the dull and retarded ~et 
with in our public schools should be taught music and 
art appreciation. 
3. lViuch reading of the varied types, narrative, 
descriptive, factitive and directional as well as 
appreciative, should be given dull and retarded child-
ren under the academic names of literature, social 
studies, mathematics and vocational work. 
20 
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I a written outline of the different points. 
I 
I 
17. The class discussion should be intersperced 
frequent ly with summaries. 
18. It is good practice, especially in review and 
drill activities, to allow pupils to explain to the class 
points which they are prepared to discuss. 
19. \!V'hen vvri tten short-answer test s are administer-
ed, it is good practice for the teacher to read the 
items orally before proceeding with questions of the next. 
2J. 'Plhen a group is taking up new work under the 
teacher's g~idance , oral reading is more effective than 
silent reading; also such reading should be done by the 
teacher rather then by the individual pupils in turn. 
21. Vfuen covering new textbook material, the teacher 
should explain the passages as she reads them. 
22 . It is good practice , when new terms are intro-
duced, not only to write them on the blackboard but to 
print them. 
23. The dull-normal should be encouraged to engage 
in recreational reading. 
24. It is good practice to make sure that pupils 
recognize important points in a textbook illustration. 
25. Instruction starts at the child's achievement 
level, and not where he should be for his age. 
26. Content appeals to and holds interest of child 
and has practical value. 
27. Following the class period, each pupil should 
be required to complete an out-of-class assig~ent 
demanding the performance of some simple task. 
In a.n attempt to discover what courses were covered in a 
selected group of one hundred elementary school Special Class-
es, in 1940, sixty-nine replies were received from a question-
1 Ibid., pp . 178-179 . 
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naire sent out by Olsen. 1 She found that the I. Q. range 
was from 40 to 125, with only 1.5 per cent of the pupils en-
rolled. Twelve of the schools had homogenouss grouping on 
four levels within the system, and the mean maximum a ge was 
16-4. Attempts were made by twenty-one schools to place 
Special Clas s dismissals or 11 graduates,n in trade or vocation-
al schools. Sixteen schools reported job placement, and six 
reported some t ype of junior high school placement. IVIethods 
of instruction included: (1) academic subjects, with emphasis 
placed on remedial work,(2) academic subjects and industrial 
arts, and (3) social studies, with a.cademic and industrial 
arts integrated. 
Olsen suggested the elimination of traditional programs, 
the substitution of an activity program, the introduction 
of social affairs and vocational training more vital to the 
needs of the pupils, and the inclusion of pr ogressive metmds 
of instruction and ut i liz ation of scientific measurement of 
results. A follow-up program also was recommended as being an 
integral part of the total plan for work with mentally-
retarded pupils. 
Gossard2 made a review of five hundred and forty-nine 
annual school board reports which served as a basis for 
1 .l:!;linore Olsen, 11 A Description and Evaluation of Cour-
ses of Study for Special Classes of Hetarded Ch i ldren, 11 (un-
1JUblished :Master's Thesis,University of I owa,Iowa City, I owa, 
1 940), p. 164. 
2 A. P. Gos sard Superior and Backward Children in Public 
Schools{ Chicago, I li.: On1v.of' Chicago J:ress,I940), p .l61. 
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locating provisions in public schools for both superior and 
backYvard children. He found not only that departments of 
guidance aided in meeting individual needs but that Special 
Classes for the mentally-retarded group were growing in 
number. Classes for pupils having an I. ~ . under 50 were pro-
vided, centers for older pupils predominated, pre-vocational 
classes were being offered, and a few systems had Special 
Classes at the ~econdary level. He found combination plans 
calling for more practical courses for bacbvard pupils were 
being given cognizance, and that there was a modification 
of working materials, all of which added, incidentally, to 
the educational cost of the mentally-retarded group. 
Gossard felt, too, that the type of instruction given 
in vocational and industrial schools was still far from 
adequate for backward pupils, that reading presented one of 
the most pressing problems, and that there was a dire need 
of cumulative records. In addition, he made recommendation 
for free work periods, correlation of subjects, and extra-
curricular activities. 
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II. O'ri-illR STUDIJ::~S RELATED TO 'l'I-IE DE VELO PMBNT 
OF' llLENTALLY-HETAHDED CHILDHEN 
In this section of the study it would seem necessary to 
enlarge upon certain fund~ental aspects of education not 
wholly related to the Special Class, in relation to work with 
the mentally-retarded child, and to consider some of the 
salient points necessary to the development of the child, as 
well as to outline a few of the methods which have been 
advocated for use in the field. 
Basic to the planning of the curriculum of the Special 
Class is the attitude taken by Hollingw0r t h who looks upon 
it as of fundamental importance for educators to realize 
the fact that mentally-retarded children differ only in 
gegree, not in kind, from average children. She says: 
It follows that no mysterious or unique matter or 
method is necessarily required in the task of tra ining 
t hem. They can learn the same things that other chi l dren 
l earn, up to the limits of t he ir capacity. WP need not 
look about for unique ' 1p sychological methods , t 'lingui s -
t ic methods ,' or ' medico-pe da gogical methods,' nor may 
we hope for any special results from them. 'l'he feeble-
minded differ from the ordinary children only in amount 
of ability, not in the kind of abilities which they 
possess. 
She further states t~~t education sh ould be based solely 
upon menta l age, although she did place much emphasis on 
certain factors as may be seen. She said in part: 
1 Leta S . ~ollingworth, Psycholog~ of ___ ~~bp.9rmal Children 
(New York: The rhacmillan Company, 1920 , pp; 9Q~91. 
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Mental age is the single most important condition •• 
••• The human mind is far too complex to be completely 
inventoried by a single figure representing the general 
level of intelligence. 'We find cases of very marked 
special ability or disability in the feeble-minded, just 
as we find them in children of every other quality of 
general intelligence ••• Moreover, differences in 
temperament, interest and control, which are not 
intellectual traits, are found among persons of equal 
mental a ge, and they too exert an influence on learning , 
by determining attitude. General defects and physical 
defects sometimes play a part, also, in producing 
dif ferences in improvement among !hose of the same degree 
of general intellectual capacity. 
Hollingworth claimed that specif i c
1
desirable habits 
should be inculcated to the limits of the child's native 
capacity, 11 without changing that native capacity, which is 
all that education can do for any child, normal, subnormal, 
or super-normal.u 2 
More recently, Faatherstone3has stated that it is un-
necessary to emphasize a different curriculum for the Special 
Class since basic teaching principles should be applicable in 
their essential character to any type of class or school 
system. 
Thus, if educators were to direct their attention toward 
growth programs which would enable them to place proper em-
phasis upon education, then the recommendations of the Wnite 
House Conference on Children in a Democrary, would become 
acceptable. that is: 
1 Ibid., pp. 185-186 . 
2 Ibid ., p . 205. 
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The supreme educational and social importance of 
individual traits should be recognized throughout the 
educational system. An educational system that truly 
serves a democracy will find no place for the philosophy, 
or the methods, of mas s production •••• 
Schools should give increased attention to the edu-
cational needs of individual children, including those 
who are ••• mentally retarded ••• ; these n1eds should be 
met with minimum emphasis on the handicap. 
The basic need of concreteness and interest vfith regard 
to the curriculum of the mentally-retarded child, was stressed 
by ·wallin, in 1924. He claimed that teachers needed to thor-
oughly re-vitalize their instructional systems~ use newer 
devices and more effective methods of teaching, and strive to 
reach the whole child 
through dynamic incentives~ concrete presentations, vital 
projects, cores of correlation and constructive activ-
ities which appeal to the ghildren 1 s instincts, nascent 
interests~ and felt needs., ... 
Frampton and Rowell, too, endorse the value of such med ia; 
Since these children learn most easily in concrete 
situations ~ it follows that the teacher should provide 
opportunity to practice in a real situation those skills 
which the child needs to learn. While such practice may 
be necessary, the teacher must not lose sight of the 
fact that practice without interest is not economical.3 
In the White House Conference on Child Health and Protec-
tion , it is pointed out that a great deal more attention needs 
1 Children in a Democracy, General Report adopted by the 
~~ite House Conference on Chi l dren in a Democracy~United Stat-
es Dept. of Labor, Children 's Bureau ('ii~ashington , v.C .: United 
States Government Printing Office, 1940), pp. 35-36. 
2 Wallin, J.E . W., The Education of Handicapped Children 
(Boston,Mass.: I-Ioughton,Iviifflin Co. ,1·924), p. 155. 
3 Merle E . Frampton and H. G. Howell , Education of the 
Handicar)ped, "Problems," II (Yo!1Jrers-on-Hudson,N.Y.: Ronald 
~ress, 1940), p. 388. 
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to be given to seeing that concrete material is provided for 
academic and industrial training than has been done up to this 
time, since: 
The subnormal cbild will get verbal, not real,images 
from words such as 'democracy' and 'citizenship.' He 
must proceed tov;ard maximum development by the process 
of covering concrete instances.l 
As to the provisions made for individua l differences, the 
whole of the field of the present-day system of education 
might well take cognizance of such essential and concrete 
needs. Even as early as in 1920, Hollingworth indicated such 
needs. Note the following: 
It is apparent that no intelligent plan for the 
instruction of a child can be instituted until his 
mental level is known •••• and, in the second place, the 
child will generally be capable of performing school 
work which can be mastered by average children of his 
mental level.2 · 
In her study on maturity levels, Kelley states that it 
is essential to the education of the mentally-retarded child 
to consider his mental level and other existing factors. She 
emphasizes the need of keeping in mind that the child is an 
individual, t~ns: 
Each person, besides being different from every 
other person, has within himself a hierarchy of 
differences that constitute his personality and e du-
cation. Clinicians should be thoroughly cognizant of 
the part that is theirs. They must be mindful that it 
takes no more effort--probably less, to guide a child 
1 vVhite House Conference on Chil~ Health and Protection; 
Addresses and Abstracts of Corrunittee Reports (N.Y.: The Cen-
tury Co., 1931), p. 187. 
2 Op. cit., p. 187. 
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through the various stages of growth by the proper know-
ledge of the states of maturation than to allow him to 
arrive at the point~ when growth is done, of having his 
capacities and his reasoning in a horrible jumble. 
To avoid this, educators and clinicians should 
weigh the individual's possibilities, find what capacfti~ 
he is short on and what he is long on, determine his 
aptitudes and propensities, and program accordingly. 
With the mentally retarded, especially, this will 
make for individualized instruction, a confidence to 
succeed at the tasks within their grasps, and a sympathy 
and undelstanding which one person should mete out to 
another. 
Martens deplores the fact that teachers and educational 
heads find it so difficult to get away from the cut-and-
dried curricula of the past . She says that the very founda-
tion upon which Special Classes have been built has made it 
essential that greater freedom of expression, in self-
expressing activities~ should be promoted for these children. 
She states, in part: 
Yet the possibilities of such a program are by no 
me ans universally recognized, nor its principles applie~ 
There are still many teachers ••• who think they are · 
maldng adequate adjustment of the curriculum when they 
reduce academic work to its minimum essentials and allot 
a considerable portion of the day's program to manual 
work of one kind and another. They still carry on a 
program in which each subject fits into its own tight 
compartment. They realize and let the children realize 
none of the joy that comes from tying together into one 
major activity all the elements which help to develop 
the skills, and habits, and attitudes that they are 
trying to teach.2 
1 l!.lizabeth M. Kelley, nl'vlaturi ty as a Factor in the 
Education of the Mentally Deficient Child, 11 American Associa-
tion for Mental Deficiency, Proceedings and Addresses,XLIX:2 
-(1938)' pp. 94-97. . 
2 Elise H. Martens, "Gro~p Activities for Mentally Hetard-
ed Children, 11Bulletin No.7~ Washington,D.C.: United States 
Governraent ~rinting 0ffice,l933) , pp . 1-146. 
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The tool subjects, especially reading , should be wel l 
adjusted to the needs of the child , having the emphasis put I · 
on recreat i onal reading and on the use of the library , I 
according to such educators a s F.'ra:rnpton and Rowell, 1 Vlingerts-
•. ~ , ... ~ 
zhan2 and Rhodes . 3 Heck4 developed a ~ew thought in cormection 
vd th teaching of t he academic subjects , nart1ely , that properly 
adjusted academic work should be included in the curricula 
with attitudinal development stressed tl1...rough an intelligent 
A 
application of their use; and that teaching sb.ould be done in 
such a mam1er as to give t he pupils, consciously or uncon-
sciously, a practical grasp of and insure their interest in 
t he t rue balancing of life '·· s ' ' values . This vmuld prepare them 
for world citizenship . That is, the fundamental processes of 
arithmetic , for exa..111ple , along with the concrete work involved, 
mi ght include as well the development of a live interest in 
problems of household and personal budget-keeping and the 
inculcation of business habits and attitudes . Also, non-
tecJ:mic a l vvork in _i'J Olitical, social and economic cooperation 
mi ght be made an intrinsic part of the different academic 
sub jects whi le biogr aphy , according to Heck, rni ght be u sed to 
emphasize courage , courtesy, industry , kindness, loyalty, neat-
1 Frampton and Rowell , op . cit ., p . 339 . 
2 Laura J-'• Wingertszhan, "Classroom Procedures and :Mater-
ials Used in Teaching Reading to the Mentally Retarded," Jour -
nal of Exceptional Children, VII (March, 194l),pp . 236-38;251 . 
3 Gladys L. Rhodes, 11 The Non-Academic l'art of Our Pro-
gram for Mentally Retarded , " and "How to Meet the Needs of the 
Child," Journa l of Exceptional Children , I:5(F'ebruary,l943), 
pp. l .S0-83: l54 -;----- --·- --
4 Arch.O . Heck,Education of :Sxceptional Children (N.Y. : Ivic-
Graw-Hill Book Co .. , .Lnc., 1940) , pp . 360 .. 
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ness and truthfulness. 
The protection of the individual characteristics of the 
mentally-retarded child has been discussed by Ingram, 1 who 
says tba~ in actual practice throughout the country, many 
variables exist in the grouping of pupils in Special Classes. 
Basic to the program, however, is found the teacher's know-
ledge in the background of each individual pupil, such as 
his school attendance, his grade repetitions , and his person-
ality adjustment. She believes that the program for th~ slow-
learning child in any grade, but especially in the Speclal 
6lass, must be flexible "so that the individual pupil may 
be one of a group but work at his own level of accomplish-
ment."2 Such pupils could be grouped according to age simi-
larities, abilities and interests, in order that the program 
can be geared to their requirements, with opportunity for 
adjustments, the development of the whole child being the 
chief concern of the program. A program which progresses 
from year to year should enable the child, as he works toward 
standards and accomplishments, to evaluate his own rate of 
progress. 
The well-being of the child seems to be Ingram's first 
consideration. rl1his includes detail such as "classroom con-
1 Christine P. Ingram, Education of the Slow-Learnin~ 
Child (Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: 'l'he world Book Co., 19 5) , 
p . 
2 Ibid., p . 412. 
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ditions and individual problems, much of the responsibility 
falling on the classroom teacher. 111 Emotional stability and 
social habits and attitudes are looked upon as far more 
important than is training in school subjects .. The adj').lstment _;: 
between school and home is counted an important health facto~ 
and its interpretation becomes a social responsibility. The 
value of record-keeping is stressed. Ingram reminds that ttthe 
schools are recognizing more and more the need for recording 
this kind of information in permanent and cumulative form, 
for all children.u2 Variety in the learning situations also 
is looked upon as important. There should be an intelligent 
provision for much activity in the field of industrial arts, 
too. This educator warns , however, "that specific instruction 
in -tlil.e too.l . subjects .. must be provided. n3 
Ingram claims that the educational implications concern-
ing industrial follow-up studies would seem to indicate a 
need of helping pupils to find jobs suited to their capacit-
ies,to develop such traits as self-confidence, punctuality, 
courtesy, industry, and of fitness and tempo for the job plus 
. 4 
employer understanding . She asserts that the school should 
continue to supervise the mentally-retarded youth in whatever 
vocational field that may be open to him until such time as 
he shall have become satisfactorily adjusted to his new en-
1 Ibid., p .212. 
2 Ibid. , p. 161. 
3 Ibid., p . 211. 
4 Ibid ., . 212 
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'1 vironment. In short ., he should be given follow-up guidance 1 
I for at least two years after he has left school . Constantly, I 
in her search for satisfactory goals of e ducation for mentally- ! 
retarded children ., Ingram puts the question: "Does it promote 
desirabl e working h abits and a ttitudes? 111 
li In 1939 , a 7th grade experiment was carried on by Lovell 
and Ing:ram 5 
2
using forty-one girls who had been 3 years in 
Special 'G l asses . 'rhe age range of these girls was 14-6 to 16 
years, and their I. Q. ranged from 65 to 75. 
These pupils were assigned to a home room under a 
special teacher and were given an integrated program, includ-
ing laboratory work in home economics and science, as a means 
of helping them to become socially integrated so as to be able 
to make themselves acceptable , alike to teachers and pupils , 
in the high school set-up ; to enable them to shoulder their 
responsibilit:tes in family and community; to obtain an under-
standing and appreciation of the functioning of citizenship 
and government ; to acquire those habi ts., skills and attitudes 
which are needed f or occupational adjustment; and to acquire, 
also, some knowledge of local occupational opportunities. A 
regularized program of studies was g iven. This included a 
core of English , social studies , and mathematics . At the time I 
I 
that the progl'am was reported it had alr·eady been in operation I 
for 7 years, with variations due to specific studies . In 1941, 
i 1 I.£.!£ . , p. 38 0 . ~I 
I · ,. 2 CatJ;1erin~ Lov~ll and C. P I:n.;?r?.m "A Figh School .. Er,.o,gram 1 Ri~e~~]B£a.:btprflta1~~1'f rt;B_a;eg7~!:Bs2~rJ.s; 11 Jotirnal_~f E_::ucat!:tmaJ. !i 
~ I ~ ! 
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there was added a food preparation and cafeteria division, 
ch ild care , and a family meal course for 1 5 and 16 year-old 
girls . 
By 1946 , girls were taking part in all of the school pro-
grams , such as school government , drives , after-school 
clubs, library and swimming activities , school dances , 
assemblies and other activities . Those pupils "who showed 
marked poise and good speech had opportunity to try for parts 
in the 7th and 8th year plays . 11 1 
Such a program naturally gave status both to the clnss 
a nd the individual , since 
'l1his g,v.idance core utilizes Soc ial Studies and 
Bnglish for finding out about local and related world 
industries , charting jobs for beginners , discovering 
knowledge and sl~:ills required and finding out about 
service jobs, discussing personal assets, and working 
out application forms and letters. In mathematics , 
kno·wledge and skills in working out rates of pay 1 
worker's time sheets, work of' timeke eper, bookke~per, 
income tax, social secur•ity and other forms of work 
problems related to arithmetic are taught. Vi sits to 
at least ten types of work places are made , depending 
on the pupil interests and needs . Vis its a lso are 
made to the Unite:i States Employment Services where 
the g~rls are taught about applying through them for 
jobs. 
A cumulative record card was used to designate job place-
ment , and a follow-up at intervals was looked upon as a part 
of the teacher's job . In the course of the 1945-1946 s chool 
1 Ibid., p . 578. 
2 :~bid . 
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year , it was leru."'ned tbat all of the 8th-year girls who left 
school had been placed occupationally. '1'he majority o.f them 
had followed through the contacts made with personnel managers 
in the industrial plants visited and P~d kept the jobs given 
to them up to the date of the last check-up of these ecluca-
tors . 
Since measuremen t has played so large a part in the 
education of the mentally retarded , Doll 1 s 1 suggestions 
are worthy of note in connection with Special Classes , namely , 
that group and individual , verbal and non-verbal tests are 
needed and specific reckoning with the consequences of read-
ing diabilities , language handicaps , sensory and motor 
limitations , test-situational motivation , and other embarr-
assments related to the reliable measurements of native 
2 
capacity . As Doll says , a g~eat dea l of significance is 
attached to the social and vocational pr ograms, especially 
the former , which afford a distinction between .feebleminded-
ness and intellectual retardation . He states: 
The crucial issue is the serious difference in 
the educational objectives for those who will always 
be feebleminded , as contrasted with those who as 
adults will be marginally sound . 'rhe former will re-
quire -s'Ome degree of social assistance and supervision 
~hile ~he latter will be socially self-sustaining . ' 
J:!.;clucat~on for the former should therefore be directed 
toward the inculcation of habits and virtuffiwhich 
1 Edgar A. Doll, 11F'eeblemindedness vs Intellectual Re -
tardation," Journal of Educational Research (April 1947 ) 
pp . 569-573 . ·-·- , 
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will minimize the social consequences of social depen-
dency while maximum initiative and resourcefulness 
should be encouraged for those who !ill be socially 
self-directing and self-supporting . 
May2 reports the use of the psychological test with 
emphasis on the Binet Scale , achievement tests and mechan-
ical ability tests for measuring pupil growth; on health 
recorts, both physical and emotional; on the use of' social 
maturity scales , seJt .. -descripti ve inventories and anec-
dotal records ., 
The pupil's growth was reported to the pupils through 
self-descriptive inventories and the self-guidance program. 
'l1he parents received their reports through the interview 
technique , preferably in person but sometimes over the 
telephone , or by report cards ·which indicated skills and 
social relationships . Complete logs, together vd th an over-
view of the class , the year plan and bibliography, an 
occupational surve~ of the manual phases of the skills 
growth plus progress and personality growth, and samples 
of questionnaires which are used with the pupils showing 
interests, abilities , aptitude s, and appraisals of academic 
achievement, occupational interest and general history of 
the pupil , were sent to the guidance counse l or and super-
visor . 
1 Ibid., p . 572. 
2 Barbara 1;i.ay, 11 Appraising and neporting the rrogress 
of Mentally Retarded Children. u J-ournal of Exceptional Child-
~ \ 'F' ebruary, 194 6), p . lL_l:l. 
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Follow-up studies are made as soon as the pupil 
leaves the Special Glass for employment . The individual 
then gets a letter fith the suggestion that he cont~ct 
the bureau for further help if the occasion arises . 
This intensive program shows trends as recent as 1946 . 
In an experiment conducted in 1945, Keefe2 enlisted 
the cooperation of employers in the conununity and teachers 
in the school to promote a program of' ten units of study 
for older boys whose mental ages were 10-10 and ·whose I.Q. 
average was 75 . 5 t o be used in connection with part-time work . 
There were found limitations to job opportunities , "Strength, 
dexterity and co or :iination, or those skills which are required 
foi' semi-skilled and unskilled occupations,n 3 were made the 
main requisites fo:r• whatever jobs she could arrange . 
It was found that on the whole the a..rnbitions o:f these 
boys varied during the year . '.L'hey were eager to work , hovvever , 
a desire which seemed to increase as a result of the program. 
These ten units of study covered considerable ground ... 
They provided occupational information, true value 
of productive and service occupations, und·3rstanding 
of employer-employee relationships , discipline under 
industrial conditions , increased knowledge of local job 
opportunities and something of the field in which t he 
individual mi ght be successful . 
':[lhe school program incorporated trips to plants, 
opportunities to learn about the skill required through 
shop training, opportunities to malw simple job analyses., 
lL lbid . , p . l41. 
2 l'.iar jor ie V. Keefe, 11 'l'he Relation and Application of In-
tegrated l-Iand':vork Skills to Occunational ~kills for Advanced 
Group of liientally Retarded Boys fl1unpublished .i'llaster 1 s Thesis, 
Boston lJniversity, Bostonm1:Iassachusett s ,l945), pp.l62. 
3 Ibid . , p . 135. 
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the need for safety precautions on jobs , the vs.lue of 
promptness, courtesy , cooperation, and responsibility 
while working, the motivation for more practices to gain 
in perfec tion, the al)preciation of good craf'tsr(l.anship 
and the relationships of skills in the units to 
occupational sl:::ills . 1 
Read ing , language , spelling, arithmetic and social 
studies formed a background for the units of study. All of 
\i these subjects combined with the visits they made to different 
IJ indue. tries, an:l their part-time vvork experiences, probably 
I; 
!I 
\I 
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influenced their ambition to work. 
fo llow-up study , made by McKeon, of two hundred and 
ten boys who had left school bet·ween January 1932 and j-une 
1942 , showed 
that 83 . 25 per cent of the 6roup had l eft school at 
16 years of age, '79 . 52 per cent had no formal e:iucation 
beyond the Special Clas s, achieving a me di an grade 
level of IV- 1 . 20 . 48 per cent went on to j uniox• high 
special class , re gular junior high, con~ercial or trade 
schools and 5 per cent achieved success . The average 
I.~ . of the group studies was 69 . 31 and they had spent 
over 4 years in special classes . 25 per cent of these 
boys had delinquencies recorded against them . 'l'he I .~ .' s 
of this §roup were scattered from the lowest to the 
highes t . "' 
The boys who had participated in war programs, both in 
1\ the armed forces and in defense jobs , had made succe s sful 
adjus.t ments. \Jnsl::illed and semi-skilled work was the occupa-
j 
II 
1\ 
II 
II 
tional level o:t; the majority, most of these jobs having been 
found by the boys themselves . 
1 Ibi6. . , p .lL.l:l ~ 
2 Rebecca M. McKeon , "A Follow-Up Study pf Special Gl ass 
Boys who Att ended the Ledge Street School at ~~ orcester, ~Mass ., 
during the Years 1932-1942 , 11 (u.nj_.mbli.shed Iv!aster 1 s 'J.'hesis, 
Boston University , Boston, bassachusetts , l944) . 
McKeon considers that those boys below the Grade 3 level 
''should challenge Special :J;duca.t ion, 111and have an educatiion-
a. l follow-up tbroue:h vocational training and placement bureau 
facilities with a view to bringing about community adjustment. 
Still anotb.er study # made by Kellogg; was of one hundred 
boys who had left school between the ages of 15 and 20 years: 
Of the eig~ty-seven who were employable , eighty-
two report that they had worked at some time since 
leaving school , and .five had never worked . The re-
maining thirteen were in schools, institutions , or 
c.c.c. camps. Since .forty-seven different kinds of 
occupations were listed by the boys, all coming under 
skilled or semi- skilled classific~tions , no record of 
the turnover on the jobs is given 
These boys had little idea of their capabilities or of 
how to look for a job, and they showe~besides , a definite 
lack of vocational guidance or preparation. Ke llogg says: 
~hey were floundering in a sea of unemployment •••• 
58 per cent of these boys had had no training beyond 
Special Cla.sses •••• 42 per cent had entered grades 7 
and 8, the high schoo~ or trade school, with one having 
a trade school diploma and tvJO having high school 
diplomas . The average I . (.l • of' t his group was 73 and 
they had spent over 3 years in Speci~l Classes. Thirty-
five per cent ••••• had de linquency tendencies . 4 
An extensive study covering a period .from 1935 to 1945 , 
to investigate the nature ~1d degree of change in behavior 
of children formerly classified as feeble-minded, was made 
llbid., p . 7 . 
2 Roberta r-1 . Kellogg, 11 A Follow-up Study of 100 Males 
~ho Spent Some ~ime in the Special Classes in the ~blic 
Schools of Newton , l~iassachusetts (unpublished l\laster 1 s 'fhesis, 
Boston University, .c>oston, Massachusetts, 1941},95 pp. 
3 Ibid 
4 Ibid, p . 76 
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by Schmidt . rt was done 
during and after participation in a school environrnent 
pla:n_ned to de crease nervous tens ions , remove 
emotional blackings , further social interaction, and 2 deve lop self-confidence and a sense of personal vwrth. 
The subjects used were a group of 322 boys and girls between 
the ages of 12 and 14 years , whose I . Q . • 1 s ranged from 27 to 
69 . Two hundred and fifty-four of these children were in 
experimental centers and the others were in control centers. 
In order to be able to determine the curriculum 
requirements , Schn1idt investigated the needs of the children 
tlF.ough the use of standardized tests , school and employment 
records , relations with social agencies , interviews wit11 
parents , teachers , employers , and the children themselves . 
The findings for the experimental group , at the end of the 
8-year period, showed that 27 per cent had completed work 
in high school, and 5 per cent; had g(!me beyond high school . 
Of these, 83 . 4 per cent were regularly employed , many of 
them in skilled jobs and a few in professional jobs. The 
personal and social adjustment of 79 per cent of this group , 
moreover , equalled or was better than one-f'ifth of well-
adjusted adults . 
Sc~~idt records that : 
On test intelligence , individual o-ver-all change 
1 Bernardine G. Scbrnidt " Changes in Behavior of Origin-
ally Feeble-minded Children , r,J.ournal of Exceptional 
Children , XIV (December, 1947), pp. 6'7-72;94. 
'"' Tb·d ;::; .:::......];_• 
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for the 8 -year period ranged from a drop of four I . -q~ . • 
points to a gain of '71 points, with a medium over - all 
change of 40 . 7 points •• • 80.7 per cent of the group 
exceeded a gain of thirty I . Q. points; 59.3 per cent 
reached, or exceeded, a gain of 50 points. By the end 
of the study only 7.2 per cent were still classifiable 
as feeble-minded and 59 . 7 per cent were class i fiable 
as high normal s . 1 
Marital and economic adjustments were satisfactory:;only 
one court charge being recorded, that of sexual promiscuity, 
and the same girl bore a child out of wedlock. 
The control group showed 13 percent employed at much 
lower salaries, and all were in unskilled occupations . None 
had continued their education beyond the center. 2 i ght of 
the s e girls had borne children out of wedlock, and all but 
one of them were dependent upon the community. On intelli-
gence retests only four of the control group showed gain 
and that less than four I. ~ . points, with losses ranging 
to 22 points. 
The program which was set up for this experiment would 
seem especially pertinent to the needs of this study. Note 
what Schmidt says in relation: 
The experimental centers made no asstunptions of 
ability to learn , or a lack of that ability but,instead, 
based the program on what was needed to release 
emotional blockings and tensions, and to develop con-
fidence and the skills of social interactions. fhe 
program was directed ·i;m;ard these goals: ( 1) development 
of desirable personal behavior;(2) improvement in the 
f unctional skills;(3) development of the manipulative 
arts ; (4) improvement of work and study habits;(5) 
learning of vocational information; and (6) pre-employ-
. . I· ~ _jl-=· ===l=l=-b=i=o~~- =· =' =P= · 68. 
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ment experience. Extensive use was made of visual and 
audial aids, of excursions, of creative and dramatic 
play, always with the emphasis on pupil-planning and 
participation, and with the devllopment of self-confi-
dence as the ke-ynote to method. 
Part I 
Ac cording to the evidence covered in the first section 
of this chapter, it has been seen that while Special Class 
w·ork is of comparatively recent growth in America, planning 
for the mentally-retarded has been in the forefront through-
out the history of education. 
The Binet Scale, in some form, extended back to 1914 and 
is still being used today. Other standardized tests were 
added gradually for placement purposes and to aid in individ-
ual adjustments. Clinical diagnosis for placement has long 
been advocated, as may be noted by Goddard's, Featherstone's , 
and Knapp 's studies, which typify three different decades of 
educational development. 
Differentiation of programs for children having I. ~ .'s 
below 50, were early recommended but only two of the studies 
reveal data showing special classes for these pupils, namely, 
those of Knapp (1939) and of Gossm~d (1940). Pupils with an 
I. ~ . of 70 were found by Knapp to have completed juni or high 
school on adjusted curricula. 
1 Ibid., p . 72 . 
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'rhe curriculum has varied .fr·om one in which the 11 3 R 1 s" 
plus handwork, was primarily used, to those which included 
music , art , physical training, play life, hobbies , extra-
curricular activities, out-of-school activities, social 
affairs, and practical experiences. Varying degrees o.f use 
of these learning materials may be noted . It is .found that 
Featherstone sugges ts ,that methods need be no differen t for 
the subnormal pupil than for the normal pupil. Emphasis on 
a more natural presentation of work should be of value to 
any child . 
I t was .found by Olsen as late as 1940, that the tra-
di tional curriculum was still being used . 'rhe use of tool 
subjects, as tools rather t han as ends in themselves, was 
i mplied by Goddard, in 1914; but the actual follow-through 
of this idea is still to come . Although Yillapp showed a trend 
in this direction in 1939, Gos sard, (in 1940) says tl!..s.t one 
of the greatest weaknesses of school systems is the l a ck of 
provision made for raising the reading levels of the pupils . 
The supplies to be used by the pupils has been a moot 
question throughout the years , and Gossard suggests that it 
still is. The kind of physical set-up in the room, together 
with the need of ade e_;_uate space, was indicated in several of I 
t~ studies. I 
"..lthough social significance was pointed out by Anderson , i 
I 
in 1917:1 and development of the whole child suggested in 
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other e arly studies, Knapp was the first to make any definite 
report concerning t he social goal as an educational aim, both 
1
j in the type of program and in the placement of pupils . Olsen 
I says too, that some social recognition in the four levels 
of grouping , as well as placement in tl~ade schools, be made . 
Gosse,rd also i mplies his awareness of' such needs but tempers 
the i mplication by saying tbat 11 centers 11 are predominant . 
Cognizance of the individual goes back as far as the 
first study that was reported . Its meaning , however , has 
grown consistently . Small group and individualized work was 
touched upon by Odell , in 1931, mentioned by Witty and 
Beaman, stressed by Featherstone , and found in actual prac-
tice by Knapp. Some guidance trends were found by Olsen and 
also by Gossard . The majority of those making studies have 
indicated a need for more individualization of work , the use 
of cu..mula ti ve records , and vocational training , all of v1hich 
have tended to take on a more precise form in recent years . 
The que 8 tion , however, naturally arises : to what extent 
have any such suggestions been utilized in modern classrooms? 
Part II 
At the beg inning of the second se ction of this chapter , 
I 
it was s tated tha t aspects of education f or mentally -re t ar ded I 
pupils, and other data dealing with the develor,>ment o.f the 
_______ L=== 
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that had not been discussed before , would be touched upon . 
IJ.'hus it has been stat ed t ba t the intellect of the 
mentally- retarded child differs only in degree not in kind 
from t hat of normal chi l dren . This discovery has made it 
possibl e to use the same type of teaching media for each 
group . By actual practice , and by using the curriculum de-
signed for mentally- retarded pupil s , they have been helped to 
make good . The media used has to be suited to the indi vidual 
idiosyncracies , must be great l y revised so that from the 
standpoint of concreteness and vital interest , as well as 
t hrough effective methods of' putting it across , this media 
may c ontribute to the needs of the whole child . It is 
stressed t ha t there shot1lcl be better opportunit i es offered 
by which pupi ls may practice in real situations . 
It would seem from the evidence t b.a t the potentialities 
of' the child must first be determined before any effective 
instruction can be provided . He then should be able to dis- j 
cover himse l f and to know a greater freedom of self- express - I 
ion , a point that , until about 15 years ago , was not generally ! 
I 
acknowledged . Today , the newer methods of study , well inte-
grated with social training in proper l ife values and es-
pecially with the academic subjects , have the power to make 
the development of t :h e personality of the individual pupil a 
reality . For such reasons , educators ought to familiarize 
themselves thoroughly vdth the background , school record , ' I' 
I 
I 
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performance in and out of school, personalities and adjust -
ments of mentally-re tarded pupils before any attempt is :made 
to draft a curricula for their use . The well-being of the 
chi ld should be kept in mind, as well as the de gree to which 
the course of studies outlined would contribute to his social 
and economic welfare . 
Varie ty in learning situations should be stl"essed and be 
made equally applicable to cotli'ses planned for tbe use of 
students after they have left school . This would aid the 
pupil in job-hunting and in job-holding. Fo llow-up work with 
t h e pupil is impor·tant since it prevents him from getting 
into a situation where he would feel that he is a "round peg 
in a square hole . " In various, recent studies these points 
have been stressed again and again and applied to concrete 
situations that served to show t he ir value t bJ."ough ·t> he corre-
l ation of academic work wi th visual and audial methods of 
instruction and with visits to industrial plants . 
l:ieasurement tests , group and individual , verbal and non-
verbal, it is found , are being used more generally, it has 
be Gn sugge sted in t he different s tl:tdies, however, that great~ 
er emphasis needs to be placed on the competent u s e of the 
various, so-called authentic tests if Special Class work, 
1 effective .. and follow-up studies, are to be correlated or made 
lso, if t he individual pupil' s capac i ty f'or study and his 
potentiali ties, are to be evaluated properly and adequ at ely 
II 
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provided for in the curricu l u.."'n , some differentiation must 
be made between t he intellectua+ sta tus o f the feebleminded 
and of t he mentally-retarded groups . 
ecord-keeping , both in cumulative and pe rmanent form , 
compiled from data secured t lJ.rou t:;h the different t e sts a nd 
I 
I 
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other so LT ces related to Special Clas s instruction, is looked t 
u :,_ on as inll)Ortant as is follow-up work . Today , the data 
\ 
c onL iled is being made available alike to guidance c ounsel-
ors, supervisors, parents , and even, to a limi ted exten t, to 
the pupil s t J:J.emselves . The paren ts bave re ports made t o 
them verbally in person or by telephone , and t he childr en 
learn throue;h personal interviews . Re f erra l forms also have 
been advocated f or use of psychiatrists , psychologists , a nd 
others connected \'~lith the s chool work. 
The findings of one study in particular promoted the 
idea tbat a decided r a ise i n t he I . ·.-.t, . level mi e;ht be achieved 
t b.rough the · revision of some specific type of learning 
situa tions. · l' lso the need of having more systematic f orms of 
record-keeping , and the establisbrnent of vocational guidance 
bureaus, would gr eatly facilitate f ollow-up work as an in-
trins ic part of t he educational program designed for Special 
Class pupils . 
I· l 
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CHAPTER, III 
PROCEDURES 
In a search to find some specific means of scoring the 
classes of mentally-retarded pupils in the schools, it was 
discovered that among all the various rating scales devised 
for use in the schools there was none designed especially 
for special Class children, although several methods had 
been worked out by which to evaluate the classes at both 
the elementary and the secondary levels. 
Therefore a scale had to be devised of composite charac-
ter, especially to serve Special Class needs. In its intrin-
sic parts it was built up from a review of items found in 
the different existing rating scales used in educational 
work. The items adapted from these scales were chosen for 
their practicality in given situations, and for their scope 
in relation to handicapped Special Class pupils. Through the 
use of such a scale it was found possible to measure the 
over-all procedures adapted to the needs of the Special 
Class pupils with some degree of assurance. 
This composite rating scale indicates the way in which 
the work that was done in the different classes visited, was 
measured. 
( 4 7) 
RATING SCALE FOR USE IN SPECIAL CLASSES 
FOR lVfENTALLY-RETARDED PUPILS 
Town School Rating 
No. of Boys ___ No. of Girls Level 
Range: c. A. M.A. I. Q. . 
I. PLANNING 
A. Scheduling Time: 
1. How flexible? l 2 3 
2. Amount of pupil participation 1 2 3 
B. Objectives or Goals in 'reaching: 
1. :Motivation of pupil interest? 1 2 3 
2. Pupil participation in 
determining goals? 1 2 3 
c. Use of Pupil Time: 
1. Work organized to avoid waste 
of time? 1 2 3 
2. Adjustment to rate for work? 1 2 3 
3. Individualization of assign-
ments so time is used to 
advantage? 1 2 3 
4. Practical application of time? 1 2 3 
II. EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 
--
A. Adjusted Texts? 1 2 3 
B. Exhibits and Displays: 
1. Natural? 1 2 3 
2. ':Cechnological? 1 2 3 
c. Auditory and Visual Aids? 1 2 3 
(48) 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
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HA'I'ING SCALE 
(continued) 
'l'own School Rating 
No. of Boys No. of Girls Level 
- --
Range: c. A. 
---
M.A. I. Q, . 
D. Classroom Library? 1 2 3 4 5 
E. Arts and Crafts? 1 2 3 4 5. 
III .USE OF EQUifl~NT ____ 
A. Use of Other Rooms besides Special 
Class Home Room: 
1. Science laboratory? 1 2 3 4 5 
2. Cooking laboratory? 1 2 3 4 5 
3. Physical ~ducation facilities? 1 2 3 4 5 
4. Industrial Arts facilities? 1 2 3 4 5 
5. Music? 1 2 3 4 5 
6 . Art? 1 2 3 4 5 
7. Library? 1 2 3 4 5 
8. Assembly Room? 1 2 3 4 5 
B. Use of Exhibits and Aids? 1 2 3 4 5 
c. Use of Trips and Excursions? 1 2 3 4 5 
D. Use of Museums, Reference Rooms? 1 2 3 4 5 
E. Use of Outside Resource People? 1 2 3 4 5 
F. Practical Application of Health 
and Safety Program. 1 2 3 4 5 
rv·. EXPERD~NCING 
A. Pupil Activity: 
1. Use ~! s~lf-~dministering 1 2 3 4 5 ac J.VJ. J.es. 
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HA'l1ING SCALE 
(continu~d ) 
Town School Rating 
No. of Boys No. of Girls Level 
Range : C.A. M.A. I. Q, . 
2. Use of concrete experiences? 1 2 3 4 5 
3 . Use of' manipulative 
experiences? 1 2 3 4 5 
B. Development of Skills: 
1. Nature and use of drill? 1 2 3 4 5 
2. Adjustment of individual needs 
in subject matter fields? 1 2 3 4 5 
c. Program for Developing Special 
Abilities: 
1. Music, Band or Orchestra? 1 2 3 4 5 
2. Art, Work with Outside 
Classroom? 1 2 3 4 5 
D. Use of content Materials: 
1. Practical Application in:-
a . Arithmetic? 1 2 3 4 5 
b. Reading? 1 2 3 4 5 
c. Vvri tten Recall? 1 2 3 4 5 
d. Social Studies? 1 2 3 4 5 
e. Oral Expression? 1 2 3 4 5 
v. ATMOSPHERE 
A. Physical Set-up in Classr oom? 1 2 3 4 5 
B. Work Habits? 1 2 3 4 5 
c. Discipline? 1 2 3 4 5 
RATDW SCALE-ll-
(concluded) 
Town Schoo l Rating 
No. of Boys No . of Girls Level 
Range: o.A. M.A. I .Q. • 
D. Teacher Attitude Toward Pupil'? 1 2 3 4 5 
E. :f-lupil Cooperation with ·each 
Other? 1 2 3 4 5 
VI. EVALUATION 
A. Tests? 1 2 3 4 5 
B. Cumulative He cords? 1 2 3 4 5 
VII . FUTURE PLANNING FOR INDIVIDUALS 
A. Vocational Guidance? 1 2 3 4 5 
B. Work Experiences Provided during 
School Time ? 1 2 3 4 5 
c. Work Experiences Provided 
Outside of School Time? 1 2 3 4 5 
D. Follow-up after Leaving School? 1 2 3 4 5 
E. Placement Opportunities through 
School Guidance Services? 1 2 3 4 5 
~~ Scoring Range : 1 s Inferior 2~ Below Average 3 = Average 
4 = 1 bove iwerage 5:: superior 
The R-ating Scale thus devised was tried out on five 
classes, during which period another problem presented itself, 
namely, that observation had not elicited information of a 
sufficiently clear nature to warrant scoring the items listed 
under Section III, Use of Equipment, except in the case of 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
. ·-···· 
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t wo items. These were: item B, Use of Exhibits and Aids, and 
item F, Practical Application of a Health and Safety Program. 
It was decided that a week or more would have to be spent in 
a single class in order to be able to justify any observatio~ 
al scoring on the other items since the program might 
include the provisions listed only once or twice a week, or 
even once or twice a month. 
Scoring on Section VI, Evaluation, revealed that neither 
formal tests nor cumulative records were kept in the class-
room, nor was Vocational Guidance, Section VII, carried on 
items, and too, that whenever po ss ible, both of these people 
should be consulted so that the rating would represent a 
composite of the two sources . Observation of the materials 
and supplies, wherever used by the Special Class, also was 
made. Further time was spent in observing facilities and 
supplies used by the Special Class. 
During these preliminary trials, it was discovered that 
the majority of the items could be checked in a comparatively 
short period of time. Therefore, a time limit of 30 minutes 
was decided upon as being the time to be spent in observing 
the procedures in the classroom, This seemed to insure an 
equal fairne ss of opportunity to each clas s . Observat ion of 
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other facilities and supplies depended upon the number and 
kind available for that class. 
The next step involved coming to a decision with regard 
to the classes to be used during the investigation, and it 
was decided that no class visited should be used since the 
investigator had studied many classes in the area. It was 
further decided that to·wns widely scattered, but within a 
radius of 50 miles of Boston, would be the most practical for 
use in a study of this type. Therefore, classes were selected 
from eight different tovms and cities r anging in population 
f rom approximately 35,000 to 200,000. These cow~unities 
mi ght be looked upon as being completely representative of 
small, me dimn and large centres of l earning . 
Visits to the 26 cla sses in t hese eight areas then were 
made, and the classes were scored. No attempt was made,however, 
to visit all of the classes in each tovm, or to pick out 
teachers whose work was supposedly good, or the reverse. If 
members of the Supervisory Staff were consulted they were 
informed that such was the procedure and, in every instance, 
they apparently a greed that it was a wise practice. 
Two a ttempts were made to establish reliability in the 
initial use of the scale. The first one was with a super-
visor of s pecial Classes, at vvhich time t he investigator and 
the supervisor together made a visit to the clas sroom, and 
each rated the class. The second attempt at determining 
reliability was made with a Special Class teacher herself. 
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The investigator, during the time that the cass was visited, 
asked the teacher questions designed to elicit the information 
desired under Sections III , VI and VII , after which, both the 
investigator and the teacher scored the class . Once again, it 
was decided, there seemed to be enough unani mity of opinion 
between the teacher actually doing the teaching and the 
investigator to permit the scale to stand . This particular 
teacher considered that the use of the 30-minute time limit 
represented an important feature of the investigation. 
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CHAP'l:ER IV 
ill~ALYSIS OF THE DATA FROM 26 SPECI;L GLASSES 
The data obtained from the investigation described in 
Chapt~n· III, has been d:t vided into three parts: 
1. Analysis of the Data Concerning the Composition o~ 
the 26 Special Classesv 
2. Analysis of the Hesul ts derived from the rat:tngs of 
each Item in each Sectton of the Scale, to reveal the 
pos'ition of the classes on the fifty-two items included in 
the to·tal Scale~ 
3~ Comparisons of the Aven•age Ratings of each Section; 
Comparisons of the Average Ratings on the 'I'otal Scale ; and 
Comparisons of the Ben·t and Poorest Glasses, as well as of 
the Average classes on the Section Ratings. 
PART I 
ANALYSIS OF THT!: DATA CO:i.~CERNING THE COMPOSITION OF 
'l1HE 26 SPJ~CIAL CLASSES 
Table I of this chapter shows the way in which the 
towns were coded, and the number of classes that were 
located in the elementary schools, the junior high schools, 
high schools and centers fol"' men·cally-l ... et;arded pupils. 
(55) 
TABLE I 
CODED ~J:10W1{S AKD 1'-IUiviBJ<;H. OF CLASSES LOCATBD I N EL' ' M~N'.CARY 
SCHJOLS, c)LJHIOR HIGH SCHOOLS , HIGfi SCHOOLS Arm CENT, 'RS 
FOR ME NTr..LLY- RE'rARDED PUPILS 
Classes Clas s es Classes •rotal 
Coded Towns i n Ele - in Jr. in Sr . Classes in 
mentary High High in Each 
Schools Sc':1ools Schools Centers Town 
A 3 1 4 
B 2 2 
c 3 3 
D 2 2 
E 2 2 4 
F 1 3 4 
G 2 2 4 
H 1 1 1 3 
Totals 8 11 8 1 6 26 
Thi s t ab e is sufficiently clear to be self- exp an atol."Y• 
( 56 ) 
The total number of boys in the 26 Special Classes was 
274, with an average o~ ~0.54 boys per class. Two classes 
did not have any boys. ·.rhe number of' boys per class ranged 
~rom 0 to 17. 
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The totaJ. number of girls in the 26 Special Classes 
was 92, with an average o£ 3.54 girls per class. Nine of 
the classes had no girls . The number o£ girls per class 
ranged from 0 to 16. 
~n the 26 Special Classes there were 366 pupils, with 
an average of 14.07 pupils per class. The number of pupils 
per class ranged fro:!l 8 to 20. 
TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF' 26 SPECIAL GLASSES ACCOHDING TO THE 
HIGHEST 'ND LOVffiST RANGES OF PUPILS ' 
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS 
- Highest I.~. Lowest I .\i. 
I .Q.Range Freq. Per cent Preq. Per cent 
101-105 l 3.85 
-- ---96-100 1 3.85 
-- ---91- 95 2 7.69 
-- -a.-
86- 90 6 30.77 
-- ---81- 85 7 26.92 
-- ---
76- 80 4 15.38 
-- ---71- 75 3 11.54 
-- ---66- 70 
- ---
5 19.23 
61- 65 
- ---
8 30.77 
56- 60 
- ---
2 7.69 
51- 55 
- ---
8 30.77 
46- 50 
- ---
1 3.85 
41- 45 
- ---
2 7.69 
Totals . 26 26 100 100 
The intelligence quotients of the pupils in the 26 
' 
Special Classes ranged from 45 to 104. 
-
The highest I.Q•s. i n 26 or 100 per cent of the classes , 
rru1ged from 71 to 104. 0£ these, twenty-two, or 84.61 er 1 
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cent of the classes, contained pupils whose I.Q, ' s. were 
between 71 and 90. The other four, or 15.38 per cerit, 
contained pupils whose I . Q. •s. were between 91 and 104. 
The lowest I. ' ' s. in twenty-six, or 100 per cent of 
the classes, ranged from 45 to 70. or these, twenty-three, 
or 88.46 per cent, con tained pupils whose I. Q, 1 s. were 
between 51 and 70& The other three, or 11.54 per cent of 
the classes, contained pupils whose I.Q. ' s. were from 45 to 
50. 
DI STRIBU'riON OF 26 SPECIAL CLASSES ACCORDI NG '110 THE HIGH-
ES'r AND LOWE.3T R u~GBS IN 1VlENTAL AGES 
M.A .. Range 
13-6 -
12- 6 -
11-6 -
10-6·-
9-6 -
8-6 .. 
7-6 -
6-6 -
5-6 -
4-6 -
Tote.l 
14-5 
13- 5 
12-5 
11- 5 
10-5 
9-5 
8-5 
8-5 
6-5 
5-5 
Highest M.A .. 
Freg,. Pel."' cent 
2 
3 
4 
9 
2 
6 
26 
7.69 
11.54 
15 .. 38 
34.62 
7.69 
23 .. 08 
100 
Lowest !VJ..A . 
I'req. Per cent 
1 3.85 
2 7.69 
2 7.69 
5 19.23 
6 23 08 
7 26 .. 92 
3 11.54 
26 100 
The mental a_ges of the pupils in the 26 Special Cle.sses 
rar1ged from 4 - 5 through 14-1. 
The rdghest mental ~.ges in 26, or 100 per cent ot: the 
classes, ranged from 8-6 to 14-l. Of these, seventeen or 
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65.35 per cent, contained pupils whose ment~t.l. a.ges were 
between 8-6 and 1 8 5. The other nine, or 34.62 per cent of 
the classes, cont c'ined pupils whose raents~ a-~es were between 
11-6 and 14-lo 
The lowest mental ages l:n 26, or 100 per cent of the 
classes, ranged from 4-5 to 11-5. Of these, five, or 19.23 
per• cent, contained pupils \Vhose men te.l s.ges wer•e between 
8-6 and 11-5. The other twenty-one, or 80.76 per cent of 
the classes, contained pupils whose mental ages wen~e 4-5 to 
8-5. 
The highest mental ages in seventeen, or 65.35 per cent 
of the classes, was the same as the lowest menta~ e.e;es in 
fi"\re, or 19.23 per· cent of the cle.sses. 
TABLE _V 
DIS'l1RlBUTI Ol: OP 26 SPECIAL CLASS'-i'S ACCORDING TO HANGE OF 
OLDEST AND YOU1fGBST PUPI .. S IN CHRONOLOGICAL AGE 
17-6-
16-6 -
15-6 -
14 ... 6 -
13 .... 6 -
12-6 -
1 -6 -
10-6 -
9-6 
8~6 -
7-6 -
6-6 -
Totals 
18-5 
17-5 
16-5. 
15-5 
14-5 
13-5 
12-5 
11-5 
10-5 
9- 5 
8-5 
7-5 
Oldest Pupils 
Frea . Per cent 
2 7.69 
4 15.38 
8 30.77 
8 30.'77 
3 11.54 
1 3.85 
Yov.nges t Pupils 
Freo. Per cent 
'-"----
1 3 .. 65 
3 lle54 
5 19.24 
3 11.54 
2 7.69 
1 3.65 
4 15.38 
4 15.36 
-----u ------~·3 11.54 l6cf-· 26 100 
The chronological ages of t;he pupils in the 26 Special 
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Classes ranged from 6-10 to 18-2. 
The highest chronological ages, or oldest pupils in 
the 26 cl .sses , representing 100 per cent of the classes, 
ranged from 12-2 through 18-2 . Of these, twenty-two, or 
84.61 per cent of the classes, contained pupils whose 
chronological ages were be tween 14-6 and 18-2. The othe r 
four, or 15.38 per cent of the classes, con·tained pupils 
whose chornologica l ages were between 11-6 and 14-5. Of the 
twenty-two classes, six, or 23.07 per cent, contained 
pupils whose chornologice.l ages were between 16-6 and 18-5. 
'l'he lowest chronological ages, or the youngest pupils, 
i n 26 or 100 per cent of ·the classes, ranged f rom 6-10 
through 14-5. or these, t·welve, or 46.15 per· cent of the 
classes contained pupils whose chornologicaJ. ages were 
between 11-6 and 15-5 . r.rhe other fourteen, or 53.85 per 
cent of the classes, con'Gained pupils whose chornological 
ages were between 6-10 and 11-5. 
'rhe oldest chronological ages in twelve, or 46.15 per 
cent of the cla.sses, were the same as the youngest chrono-
logical ages i n t welve, or 46.15 per cent, of the classes .. 
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CHAPTER IV: PART II 
I TEM RATINGS 
The following tables serve to show the item ratines 
obtained from comparisons drawn between the 26 Special 
Classes used in this study. An interrelation of the data 
classed under headi ngs corresponding to the i'l;ems listed 
in Part II, .follows each table. It has been based upon 
several dif.ferent .factors which, however, have not been 
referred to in each instance e In the rating process, 
consideration had to be given to the varying maturation 
levels o.f the pupils i n each room, the quantitative and the 
qualitative evidence . Al t hough these were based on actual 
pr~ctices or materials, nevertheless, they might be 
considered as subjective in nature.. The most important 
aspect of the interpretation involved such a unificct ion 
of the evidence as to establish the status accorded to the 
classes. }'urthermore, it should be noted that observations 
were not such as would afford s ufficient evidence to rate 
each class on every item with an absolute certainty. 
A., PLANl'UNG 
It will be seen by Table VI that the 26 Special 
Classes have been rated in percentages according to the 
different items under Planning. 
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r.rABLE VI 
PERCENTAGES OF 26 SPECIAL CLASSES RATED ACCORDI~G TO EACH 
rrEM OF THE SECTI 01~ ON PLAHlHNG 
1 ======================================================~11 
Raiiing 
li'le xi bi li ty 
Pupil Par-
ticipation 
in Planning 
Motivation 
Pupil Par-
ti cip a.ti on 
in Goals 
Work 
Planned to 
Avoid Waste 
Work Ad-
justed for 
Rate 
Individual 
As sign. so 
time used to 
Advantage 
Prac1;ical 
AppL~ cation 
of Ti me 
l 
11.54 
46 .. 15 
19.23 
65.35 
11 .. 54 
15.38 
19 .. 23 
3 4 5 
26.92 30. 77 26.92 3.85 
26.92 7.69 3.85 
23.08 26.92 19.23 11.54 
11.54 19.23 3.85 .oo 
26.92 38 .. 46 19.23 3.85 
30.77 23 .. 08 26.92 11.54 
23.08 15.38 15.38 
34.62 23.08 15.38 7.69 
I. FLEXIBILI'lty 
Three, or 11.54 per cent of the c l asses , were rated as 
in the Inferi or group, due to t he face that the schedule 
seemed completely rigid as to time. Pages fr•om the te xt -
book were assigned by the te acher, and the ass ignments 
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se~ed not to extend much beyond this. 
Seven, or 26.92 per cent of the classes, ~ere rated as 
Below Average. These cl8~ses showed some flexibility within 
the hour and some indication of \vork beyond the textbook. 
In one instance, some detail was supplied by the pupils. 
As an example of such rigidity one incident is cited: At the 
o ening of a cla~s, the teacher, having talked to the 
pupils for several minutes, looked up at the clock and as 
if by signal said: 11 Good morning, boys and girlsn to which 
. .., 
the pupils replied, "Good morning, l'viiss Blank. 11 1l'he 
~ 
weighing of all such evidence has served as a basis for the 
ratings. 
Eight,or 30.77 per cent of the classes were rated as 
Average. These class programs were fler~ble within the 
hour and the work extended beyono the text. Some 
indications oi' blocked planning were present and the 
programs seemed to change with the needs of the pupils. 
Seven, or 26.92 per cent of the classes, were rated 
as Above .AverEt.ge . The over-all plan was available for all 
to see and worlc towa.rd, and tasks varied with the inunediate 
need of the pupils. In one instance, there was little 
evidence of units of work but many opportunities were 
provided to utilize experiences of the pupils. Modification 
not only was expected but could be observed, in the work of 
some of the pupils. 
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One, or 3.85 per cent of the classes, was rated as 
Superior. This class followed a schedule for shop work 
but otherwise the work was broadly based, setting forth 
obj ectives. Each pupil, through specific activities, 
·contributed to the total prog ram. The decision of' one 
boy to finish a bit of work and then join in a grou 
activity evidenced modification. Other evidence was re-
vealed in the kind of presentation made by the teacher 
'ilhich was suggestive rather than direc t;i ve in nature. 
II .. PUPIL PARTICIPATION I N PLAHNING 
Twelve, or 46.15 per cent of the classes, fell into 
the Inferior group. Most of these classes afforded no 
evidence of attempts to encourage pupil participation. 
This might be interpreted as being due to lack of c hence 
to observe. However, in two instances, pupils made 
sug,-e s tions whl ch were. put aside with no expla..Ylation. In 
c asses where the active pupil participation was observed, 
the contrast was so great as to warrant low rating . 'fhe 
t eachers of' t..".lese cl asses :made the assi· nments an d the 
pup:ils wa.l ted to be told what to do. 
Seven, or 26.92 per cent of the classes, fell i n to the 
Below Average ~~roup. Decis:lons concerning minor matters 
were made, or the te achel" consulted the pup:Lls~ Although 
sometimes the results seemed predetermined, ·che pupils 
did have a part; in them - the pl.,edetermina.tion, if indeed 
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it were such.., being at the level at which the 2;roup could 
f'unct:ton .. 
~our.., or 15.38 per cent of the classes, were rated 
as Average. The teacher ' s plans var.-· ed r~:i th the SUL!;gestions 
of t he pupils. Opportunities for the pupils to express 
themselves concern· ng plans :for the day or the future we:c-e 
observed. 
Two, or 7~69 per cent of the cl~sses.., were rated as 
Above Average. The level of the child had necessarily to 
be considered in all ratings on Planning; thus these two 
classes provided entirely differoent bases. 'l;he one, a 
class where the mental a ::;es ranged in the upper elementary 
grades, who had previously finished a unit of work and 
\vere exploring mate;~ial for ideas, took ·the ini tia.·ti ve 
and went on with their work whi le the teacher was busy. 
The s:3cond class had pupi s whose mental ages ranged very 
low but, nevertheless, made all kinds o f decisions. A 
chart showed plans for their project. Tbey determined 
\Vhat they should do after they had i'inished a formal lesson. 
They helped arrange the group for activity and they decided 
when they should finish. Both classes showed excellent 
ability in making plans, the former, through previous 
training and the latter under guidance. 
One, or 3.85 per cent of the classes, was rated as 
Su:)erior. Plans were under way fo1~ a new project and 
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materials had been brought into class~ The pupils initi-
ated the discussion, which led to an al:'l" an8ement of the 
materials in the few minu1:;es they had available. 
III .. MOI'IVJ\. 'ITON Olr PUPIL IU'£ERL<.;ST 
Five , or 19 23 per cent of the clas s es, were rated i n 
the I nferior• grour) . Unconcern on the part of most pupils 
served as the basis for this ra·ting. There seemed to be 
li t tle effort made to arouse the interest oi' the pupi ls. 
Six, or 23*08 per cent, were rated as Balow Ave r ase. 
rl1he attempts to utili ze pup· 1 experiences or needs seemed 
to fall short of the aim. Success was provided in some 
instances but not su f fic:!.ently to afford a hie;h degree of 
motivation. 
Seven, or 26.92 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Averas e. Emphasis was placed on the mo1,e i mmediate needs 
of' the pupils. Such motives as desire for approval, social 
recognition when participation in the group, all contributed 
to the evidence of good motivation. 
Five, or 19.23 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Above I verage.. Factol"'S leading to such ratings included 
not only happy chl l dren but discussion of' purposes, 
recognition of needs and interests, stimulation of 
curiosity by means of questioning and use of pic·t;orial 
materials and objects to stir interest. 
Three, or 11.54 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
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S1.1perior in motivation of' the pupils. Plans for a. big 
event, a special trip, and the use of progress charts~ 
had been utilized to the ex-Gent that all pupils were 
actively occupied so that no coercion was needed. 3uch 
basic needs as new experiences , socia.1 app3:>oval, self-
esteem and recognition stem from such motivation and pupil 
enthusiasm fur ther ind:kates its hish quality. 
IV .. PUPIL PARTICIPATI ON IN DETi:i:HMil'JING GOALS 
Observable goals were largely immediate and transitory . 
Quantitative measure was the major basis for the l~at;ings, 
nevertheless the evidence justifies some interpretation. 
Seventeen~ or 65.35 per cent of the classes~ were 
rated as Inferior on Pupil Participation in Determini ng 
Goals. In some instances it may have been a failure to 
observe that which caused low rating but marked evidence 
existed in classes rated higher. Assienments listed under 
Inferior were te acher-directed, and little or no attempt 
was made to help the pupils see the goals. In some instance, 
the observer could see but the pupils could not. Slow 
approaches or unconcern fo~ tasks served as the basis for 
rating. 
'l'hree, or 11.54 per cent of the classes, were rated 
as Below Average. Here ~ however, attempts were made to 
help the pupils to see the goals toward which they were 
working. It could scarcely be said that all pupils working 
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on the same programs were participating to any extent in 
the determination of the goals. 
Five, or 19.23 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Average. Here the pupils ware definitely aided. They were 
helped to see the purposes for the task. At different 
po i nts they initiated them. Mastery of the letter u f' was 
one i nstance o~ very young pupils making such decision; 
while determining the cause of a broken machine and le a.rn-
ing to repair it so ·t;ha t they would not be handicapped again 
by a breakdown, was an example of a goal for a more mature 
class. 
One, or 3.85 per cent of the classes, was rated as 
Above Average. ~he pupils in this class had set up 
specific objectives and the teacher had copied them on a 
chart for reading. '.i.'he pupils could not only relate the 
more remote goals in this planning but also they reported 
their own contributions. This cle.ss was composed of pupils 
whose mental ages placed them in the primary grades. 
No class was rated as Superior since no far-reaching 
goals ware evident nor was there sufficient quantity to 
suggest superiority. 
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V. WORK PLANNED TO AVOID WASTE OF TIME 
Three, or 11. 54 per cent or the classes, were rated as 
Inferior. These programs showed no organization to avoid 
waste of time even when matex•ials were ready but ins tead 
seemed to be hit-or- miss schemes~ 
Seven , or 26.92 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Belovr Average. Here the work was or·7 anized but much time 
was was ted throuc;h idling, or because of failure to provide 
tor all pupils. In one instance, pupils might have been 
allowed to cont~lbute to avoid waste. Some pupils were 
l eft out of the group-work, or else all were se t to work 
on the same materials. However, there was seen an alertness 
to the need of ceeping pupils occupied. 
Ten, or 38.46 per cent , ·of: the classes, were rated as 
Average. Here the materials were so located that pupils 
proceeded with the work and moved from one ac tivity to 
&lother without delay. Naturally, some pupils were better 
able to go on with the work than others but, on the whole , 
this group of classes ·oonded towro~d efficiency in utilizing 
time to good purpose. 
li1ive, or 19.23 per cent or the classes, were rated as 
Above Average. ~he work wa~ well organized and well 
arranged, and the time was spent by the pupils in purposeful 
activity. The teachers seemed to be fully aware of 
individuals who needed help in getting started bu t the 
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majority of pupils rorked steadily, follovrlng the group 
plan as well as their own individual plans. 
One, or 3 .• 85 per cent of the classes, was rated as 
Superior. ~- .. ~ l 'lhere was group and individual progress from 
one activity to another and the pupils seemed alert to new 
possibilities of work and to know their own capacities. 
'l'he pul"posinc, may have been teacher-instigated but it was 
done in such a way as to aid the pupils in a practical use 
of time. 'l' is was probably justi ied by reason of the 
men>cal ages of -the children. '£his class differed from 
those rated as Above Average only in degree, and in the 
fact that all pupils seemed to be using the t ime well. 
VI. HOHK ADJUSTED POH RATE 
Only two, or 7.69 per cent of the classes, were rated 
as Inferior. There seemed to be no attempt to provide for 
this in the lesson plans, yet r te is one of the easiest 
ad justment .. to ne.ke .. 
Seven , or 30.77 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Below Avel'age.. Some attempts we1•e made to provide 
dif'fel'ent-length assignments or to provide further work 
or free-time e.cti vi ty if the work was finished bef'ore a 
new activity o:r a formal proe;rem was begun. In several 
instances, more than one type proe;rrun was c s.rried on 
simultaneously. Rate adjustment was provided in one class 
but not in the others. One class failed to provide for 
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rate in academic work but in ·the other e.asier a.reas 
provisions for rate were evident . 
Six, or 23.,08 per cent of the classes, were r ted as 
Average. In these six classes, work varied in length for 
v1ri tten nd ore.l work durine study time, and for vari~d 
e.cti vi ties. Security was afforded to the pupils through 
hearinc; such reme.rks as nsome work faster than the others 
-
but you work at you1~ own speed. 11 '1'he majority, (but not 
all) of the pupils were provided for. 
Sever, or 26 .. 92 per cent of the classes, riere rated 
as Above Average. 'ihere was no haste and no strain exhibit-
ed in trying to keep up with other pupils. Each pupil ' s 
own rate of speed was considered. Viher'e practical, 
provisions were made to work with others, or to work alone. 
'l'hese findines accrued from content ma.teri als as well as 
from or•al and activity wo:r-k .. 
'rhree, or 11.54 per cent of the classes, were rated 
as Superior. This was due to a quantllative rating of the 
cri teri e. mentioned in the preceding .. ratings, quanti ta.ti ve 
as far as the amount of work provided 11as concerned and 
because of the fe.ct that all pupils were taken care of 
equally. Concentration for more detailed work, and 
freedom from pressures, were evident in all of the classes 
rQted as Superiorw 
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VII. INDIVIDUALIZi•TION 01'' ASSIGNMENTS SO TINiE 
IS USED r.l'O ADVANTAGE 
In four, or 15.38 per cent of the classes, there was 
no evidence of indi vidualiza.tion of assignmen t;s for ad-
vantageous use of time. 
In eight, or 30.77 per· cent of the classes, assign-
ments were individual· zed so that time was advantageously 
used and basic skill needs seemed to be provided for. 
Some wPitten work on the boa.rd, previously done, sug ested 
still further individualization.. Interests had been 
rec~ognized, in soma instances. In one class ample indi-
vidualized assignments had been provided for, but ere 
chosen by the pupils at rru.1.dom, vii th no gu.idm ce by the 
teacher. 
Six, or 23.08 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Aver a..ge. ?rogressi ve individualized assignments wer•e 
provided. Basic skills, needs, and interests of the 
pupils we re considered and pupils could consult the 
teacher, or the teacher moved from pupil to pupil to 
of':fer encour agement and assistance. l1'ailu1•e to provide 
sufficient motiva tion prior to pres enting work may have 
influenced the rating. Needs , such as handling thi ngs, 
as well as mental needs~ were paramount in the indi -
vidualized work observed. 
Four , or 15.38 per cent of the classes, were rated 
as Above Average . Indivi ualization was shown to such a 
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marked extent as to be considered highly advantageous. 
Sldlls, interests and 1naturation levels were noted. In 
one group-discussion-type progrem, the pupils were able to 
discover their o\m needs for certain words and phrases, 
based on their interests and suited to their chronological 
age . Charts aided in the presentation, and specially-
prepared sheets complimented other methods. 
F'our , or 15.38 per cent of the cls.sses, were rated as 
Superior. Assignments provided that almost every single 
pupil, rather than small groups of pupils, should h :ve the 
kind of work in whj.ch he was interested.. The desire to 
learn had been so instilled that the pupils in these 
classes were eager to _ show or tell of their work and 
consequently used their time well. They '4·;ere absorbed in 
activity and eng~ged in it without external direction. 
VIII. PHAC:i'ICAL APPLICJ~TION OP 'riME 
Time may be spent practically for each individual 
only in relation to his growth pattern, - physical, 
intellectual, emotional ana social. Determining practical-
ity on such a basis seemed highly improbable, therefore, 
only broad general interpretations were made under this 
item. Clues were taken from the teacher ' s knowledge of 
the needs of the pupils, plus the kind of work observed. 
Loce.J. environmental situations were also considered. 
~ive, or 19.23 per cent of the classes, showed little 
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evidence of being praetical . Some of the needs were ce_red 
for but others were totally ne 0 lected . In tv10 instances , the 
assignments were individu alized but far removed from reality 
and not geared to JOuthful concepts . 
Nine, or 34 . 62 per cent of the classes, v1ere rated as 
Below Average but tended toward pract icality in the type 
work. They frequent l y took the growth of the child into 
consideration, a lthou gh there was a failure to localize the 
material supplied . 
Six, or 23 . 08 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Average . 'l1he tendency to use present enviror1ment a l problems 
existed to the extent that they were observab l e • Pi ctorial 
r.1a tter , cor x•elating to the vvorl:: , at the reading or• discussion 
periods , further substantiate d t his evidence . In two of 
these classes the jobs performed in public buildings , and 
also the locations of these buildings as to streets , were 
utilized in such a way as to give the pupils a practical 
point of reference to their own community . In another class 
the study of local use of' rubber, imported from certain of 
the countries comprising the United Nations , furnished 
evidence of pract icality . 'rhe pupils 1 however , did not a ll 
partici_pate in the latter class . 
l"our , or 15 . 38 per cent of the classe s , were r ated as 
·_bove .average ., J.unple provisions v1ere made for social 
an physi cal status . Cognizance ·was t akEn of the 
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significance of the products made; quality of products in 
one class, and usefulness in another, determined the rating. 
Another class utilized nearby stores, their merchandise 
and its co sts . A fov~ th class prepared for a special 
progrem and eng aged in activities whi ch led them to this 
goal, affording social practicality as well as manual 
outlets . 
'fwo, or 7.69 per cent o:f the classes, were rated as 
Superior. As f ar as could be observed all pupils worked 
at the levels and interests of the individual . Progress in 
the application of time spent in learning about institutions, 
and pe ople employed t herein, as well as job opportunities 
for themselves, indicated outstanding pl' actical evidence 
for the class where the men tal a: ·es were low and the 
chronolo ·ical ages ranged from 14- 16 years. The second 
class VIas composed of pupi ls 11hose mental ac;e ran e lay 
within the primary- '=·rade ranse. Here the reading we.s about 
children of their own a~e whose experience s were modern , 
thus au ·gesti ng a broadenin interest to the sroup. Dis -
cussion to further stimulate them was also used . 
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TABLE VII 
This t able serves to indicate t he percentages of the 
26 Special Glasses t hat were rated durin.::; the course of 
this Study, accord ns to each item listed under t he 
Secti on, Equipment and Su plies. 
TABLE VII 
PERCENTAGES OF 26 SPECIAL CLASSES RATED ACCORDING 
TO E! CII I 'I'EM 011' THF~ SECTION ON 
E UI PMEUT AND S UPPLI.cr..S 
====================~· ==========~==~~==-=-~.--==·-=· =============== 
Rating I t ems l. 2 3 4 5 
-----------------------·--·----------------------------------------11 
Ad jus t ed Texts 11.54 
Natural E.xhi ly" ts 92.15 
Technoloeica 
Exh:i.bi ts 88 . 46 
Auditory and 
Visual Aids 3.85 
Cl ass 
Library 50 
Arts and 
Craft9 23.07 
-
42.31 
3.85 
3.85 
38.46 
26.92 
34.62 
26 92 15.38 
3 .. 85 3.85 
42. 31 11. 54 
15.38 7.69 
19 .. 23 11.54 
-- · --
-
3.85 
3.85 
--
3.85 
--
11.54 
-
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I ADJUS'l'.ti;D TEX:fS 
Three, 01., 11.54 per cent of the clas ses , viere rated 
as Inferior on textbooks. One text was used by all pupils~ 
Eleven, or 42.31 per cent of the classes, were rated 
as Below !>vera;:;e. Tne texts were adjusted to some de('ree, 
but in several classes not adequate by 50. 'I'he majority 
of teachers had recognized this a.'1d had supplemented to 
some extent. In one class, books that weJ.'"'e dated 1926, 
were being used while newer matel.., ials remained untouched 
in a cabinet. In another class , the teacher was doing 
extra work in order to supply wri tten material for the 
pupils . I n sti l l another class, about "twelve of the newer 
Social Studies books had been covered with brown p aper and 
were left on the winaov1 sill, although they were said to 
be in use . In one class, there was pre-primer and primer 
material, together with a few extra books. Here the mental 
ages in the class l.'anged up to about 9 yea:rs and the 
chl:'onoloe;ical . ages to 15. One class had recently been 
supplied vvl th a new reading ser ies . 
Seven, or 26.92 per cent of the classes, ware rated 
as Average. In these classes were several sets of books 
covering the content subjects, with some additional books. 
There seemed to have been little attempt to provide books 
of hi h interest and low vocabulary .. 
l•'our , or 15•38 per cent of ·the classes , were rated as 
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Above Average. 'l1he text- books seemed adequate for the 
classes, in that severe~ levels were provided for and 
supplementary ma:beria.l of a high interest was available. 
One, or 3.85 per cent of th~ classes, was rated as 
Superior . This class had adequate texts for all levels in 
the room, and had plenty of supplement;aPy materials . .books 
from several systems were available and most of them were 
newer edi tiona. Interest and the vocabulary load had been 
taken in to consider•ation .. 
II. l~.A'ruHAL EXHIBITS 
Tv1enty-four, or 92.15 per cen·t; of the classes, were 
rated as Infe:eior.. No natural e.x..."l·· bits were evident .. 
One, or 3.85 per cent, of the classes, was rated as 
Below .H.verage. This class, for example, used pussy-v1illows 
and a live fish for study purposes. 
No class was rated .Average or Above Average. 
One, or 3 .. 85 per· cent of' the classes, was rated as 
Superior. lhe exhibit consisted of a sweet potato, a 
sweet p otat o plant, a cotton bole, some cott;on that the 
pupils were attempting to grow, a..."'ld wool from a sheep with 
a pict1.1re of the animal, and a cocoon ( bu·t no silk worm, 
only a picture of one). 
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III. TECHNOLOGIC 1L EXHIBI'l'S 
'I'wenty- three, or 88 . 46 per ce n t of the classes, were 
rated as Inferi or, having no technological exh~ bits at al l . 
One, or 3.85 per cent of the classes, was rated as 
Below Average . 'I1his class had a transportat ion exhibit, 
and although it was of a miniature natUl,e it contained 
several different kinds o f vehicles. It had been contributed 
by the pu pils. 
One , or 3 . 85 per cent of the classes, was ated as 
Average . Farm equpment was on display consistin r.• of 
shove ls , hoes, and l"akes, supplemented by pictures of 
material not practical for use as classroom di splay. 
One, or 3.85 per cent of the classes, rate 6 as Above 
Average. The natural exhibit of the class was followed by 
t he manu factured products, with dif·'"'erent kinds o f cotton, 
rayon, and silk cloth, on display. The reason f or not 
ratint; the-; class as Su.perlor on this exhlbit was due to the 
fact that no articles were exhibited whi ch were made of the 
cloth shown. 
No cl ass was rated as Superior .. 
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IV .. AUDI'rORY AJ.IJD VISUAL AIDS 
One, or 3 .. 85 per cent of the classes, fell into the 
Inferior group . Here, there were observed a few pictu es 
but they were bDown with age and totally unrelated to 
anything else in the room. 
Ten, or 38.46 per cent of the classes fell into the 
Below Average group.. Six oJf these had movies occasionally, 
or could get them on request. 1l'he teacher had supplied 
the other three rooms \rLth pictorial material to the 
extent of deserving recogni t:ton . 
Eleven, or 42.31 pe :r• cent of the classes, fell into 
the .Average group. Si x of these eleven, however, rated a 
high score because of te acher-pupil provisions and had no 
mechanical equipment. ~he other five classes were rated 
Average due to a composite of the kinds of provisions the 
teachers and pupils made, plus the i'act that the had 
movies occasionally, an or•gan, sometimes a piano, a radio, 
or a Victrola. 
Three, or 11.54 per cent of' the classes, V/61"6 rated as 
Above Ave age~ One of ·i:ihese classes had access to a movie 
machi ne &1d amcorder with records, in the room. Records 
were made of the pupils ' voices. The second room had a 
regular radio hook-up but it 'li as conla.,olled by the office. 
:i\'Iovies 1ere of ·ten available but not in the room., and the 
class had an organ :for its use. 'l 1he third room had a. 
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Victrola m d a radio, and occ asional movies were shown . 
'J:he radio was a smal l b eds:tde model, hooked up by an 
extension cord . This room had an excel l ent supply of 
pupil- teacher- suppl i ed p i ctori al mat erial . 
One , or 3.85 per cent of the classes, was rated as 
Su:periol"' . I t had a movie machine , an opaque p r ojec t or, 
a radio, and a Victrola. This equ~pment was not in the 
same room but in a r o om e speci ally used by the class. Both 
pupils and t eachers had constant ac cess to these aids. 
V CLASSR00l:I LIBRARY 
1-'hirteen, or 50 . 00 er C'3n t of the classes , were 
rated as Inferior. 'l'he:e e was little evidence of a library 
as such - only a few scattered books and some ma ·azines , 
usually ol d ones. 
Seven , or 26. 92 per cent of the classes, were rated 
as Bel ow Avera;"~ e . ·.L'hree oi' these classes had s ome fiction 
and pic t ur e books scattered loosely on a tab l e used for 
other purposes.. Some also had current m :_;azines but 
youth magazines were rarely seen. One class had copies of 
Newsweek . One class had a newly-painted table for a 
r oadin~ cen ter, but few books 
F'our, or 15.38 per cent of the classes , were rated a.a 
Avera~e. These classes differed only in quantity from 
those rated 2, except i n one instance where an excellent 
su~ply of current ma3azines was a vai l able. This class had 
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· a good magazine rack and table, lamps, and comfortable seat-
ing arrangements, all of which was conducive to reading, 
but it lacked the kind of reading material that was found 
in the Above Average class. 
Two, or 7.69 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Above Average. Both of these had a physical set-up 
conducive to reading. Books as well as current periodicals, 
were available. 
No class, was rated as Superior since neither quantity 
nor quality of evidence was present. 
VI. ARTS ANTI CRAFTS 
Six, or 23.07 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Inferior. All of these classes had an Industrial Arts 
program and five of them had a regular Art program, as will 
be Shown in the next section. No craft work was done in 
the classroom. 
Nine, or 34.62 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Below Average. In rating, this item consideration was 
given to the number of children who would use the supplies, 
as well as the kinds of supp·lies afforded. Only three o'f 
the classes provided work benches. The others used desks 
or tables. Tools were provided to a limited extent. Wood 
in limited amounts was observed in five of the classes, 
although some of the.t had been brought in by the teacher • 
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In one i n stance, wire from milk bottles was used to put 
together a waste basket. Paper, paint, crayons, and paste 
were the principal supplies although leather was observed 
in one room, s ome cl oth in another room, .and clay in still 
another room. 
Five, or 19.23 per cent of the classes, we:r·e r ated 
as Average. These class es not only had all of the supplies 
listed above, but i n greater quant i t y . Only t wo of t he f i ve 
had work benches and one had an easel. Weaving supplies 
we r e anot her featur e of the rooms in this group. 
Three, or 1.1.54 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Above Av er age. In a ddition to the usual supplies, one of 
these classes had a sewing machine and a hand-loom. The 
second had the best supply of ply-wood seen and also had 
footstools for which the pupils could weave tops. The 
thir d class in this group was utilizing tin boxes, bottles, 
shells for jewelry, beads and leather. Some of this materia l 
was supplied by pupils and tea cher, so as to utilize the 
limited space available. 
Three, ar 11.54 per cent of t he classes, were rated as 
Superior. These classes had all kinds of small equipment 
in the way of saws, braces, and tools for working in wood. 
They also had a plentiful supply of wood to work with and an 
abundance of pai nt for finger-paint:ir1g, posters and metal 
painting. Plasticine and soap were available in one room. 
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In another room, papier-mache was being made. 
C. USE OF EQUIPMENT 
This table serves the purpose o:f t·abulating the 
percentages o:f 26 Special Classes rated according to it ens 
under Use of Equipment. · 
TABLE VIII 
PERCENTAGES OF 26 SPECIAL CLASSES RATEJJ ACCORDI NG TO EACH 
ITEM OF THE SECT ION ON USE OF ~UIPMEl'rT 
Rating 
o:f 
Items 
Science 
Laboratory 
Cooking 
Laboratory 
Physical 
Education 
Industrial Arts 
Music 
Art 
Library 
Assembly Room 
Exhibits and 
Aids 
Trips and 
Excursions 
Music and 
Re:f. Rooms 
Outside People 
Practical 
Health and 
Sa:fety 
1 
96.15 
76.35 
57.62 
50 
53.85 
73.08 
65.42 
34.62 
61.53 
88.46 
92.15 
92.15 
7.69 
2 
3.85 
11.54 
11.54 
19.23 
11.54 
21.53 
34.62 
11.54 
11.54 
7.69 
3~85 
50 
3 
11.54 
19.23 
23.07 
15.38 
7.69 
7.69 
15.38 
19.23 
3.85 
23.07 
4 
7.69 
3.85 
11.54 
7.69 
3.85 
7.69 
7.69 
3.85 
19.23 
5 
3.85 
7.69 
3.85 
3.85 
3.85 
7.69 
3.85 
8 5 
I. SCIENCE LABORATORY 
Twenty-five, or 96.15 per cent of the classes, were 
rated as Inferior. No laboratory was available for use. 
One, or 3.85 per cent of the . classes, was rated as 
Below Average. The laboratory was available to pupils 
whose capacities and interests tended in that direction. 
No class was rated as Average, as Above Average, or as 
Superior. 
II. COOKING LABORATORY 
Twenty, or 76.35 per cent of the classes, were rated 
as Inferior. No cooking facilities were provided. 
No classes were rated as Below Average. 
The facilities of three, or 11.54 per cent of the 
classes, were such as to deserve a rating of Average. They 
were used twice a week for regular classes though no chance 
to work with no nnal pupils was provided. 
Two, or 7.69 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Above Average. These classes had cooking and dining 
facilities. Pupils were taught apart from the normal 
pupils, by another teacher. 
One, or 3.85 per cent of the classes, was rated as 
Superior. It had cooking and dining facilities supervised 
by another teacher and the pupils worked wit h the normal 
pupils. 
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III. PHYSICAL EDUCATION FACILITIES 
Fi:fteen, or 57.62 per cent o:f the classes, were rated 
as In:ferior under this item. No :facilities were provided 
for physical education. 
Three, or 11.54 per cent o:f the classes, were rated as 
Below Average. Two of these three h~d an auditorium :for 
use as a gymnasium but little in the way o:f equipment. The 
third class had a small room especially set aside :for 
recreation and physical education. All o:f these classes 
were conducted by the teacher. 
Five, or 19.23 per cent of the classes were rated as 
Average. All five had excellently equipped gymnasiums, 
having small as well as large equipment. Four of these 
classes were taught by a regular gymnasium teacher on a 
regular schedule. The fi:fth had daily use o:f the g~1asium 
but was directed by the Special Class teacher. None of the 
:five participated in the program with normal pupils. 
One, or 3.85 per cent o:f the class es, was rated Above 
Average. The class met regularly in a well-equipped 
gymnasium and had a regular gymnasium teacher. The work 
was with normal pupils. 
Two, or 7.69 per cent o:f the classes were rated as 
Superior. The gymnasiums were similar to the others, but 
the pupils had opportunities to participate in extra-
curricular activities. Special attention was given to the 
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health of the individuals and special work provided. 
IV. INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
Thirteen, or 50 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Inferior in Industrial Arts facilities. Seven had no space 
provided for a.oing work of that nature. Six had extra space 
provided where Arts and .Crafts equipment and matemls were 
kept. The equ.:ipment consisted of the simplest type, saws 
and hammers, paralleling the crafts program rather than a 
true industrial program. Therefore, this space could not 
justifiably be referred to as Industrial Arts facilities. 
Three, or 11.54 per cent of the classes, had spacious 
rooms containing plenty of equipment suitable to the level 
of the child. Though not truly industrial in nature, 
these classes tended in that direction. 
Six, or 23.07 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Average. These classes had rooms equipped for woodwork, 
metal work, welding, and electrical repair. They were 
used to good advantage but only by Special Class pupils. 
Three, or 11.54 per cent of the classes, were rated 
as Above Average. The same kind of supplies were available 
to them in greater quantity, and the rooms were well 
equipped to care for the needs of the group. Trained 
teachers were in charge of the work. 
One, or 3.85 per cent, was rated as Superior. The 
facilities included woodwork, home repair, printing, 
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mechanical drawing, electrical work, and some metal work. 
Special instruction was provided for the pupils who 
frequently worked with normal pupils. 
V. :MUSIC 
Fourteen, or 53.85 per cent of the classes, had no 
music facilities and therefore were rated as Inferior. 
Five, or 19.23 per cent of the classes, had some 
evidence of facilities but since another room was available, 
their frequency of use was ill-determined, ranging from 
twice a month to less frequently. 
Four, or 15.38 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Average. Space was available and was used by the teacber, 
and supervisor. In three of the rooms there were also 
records. One class apparently used their space less 
frequently than others, but the physical set-up was highly 
desirable and afforded spaciousness, light, and a piano. 
Two, or 7.69 per cent of the cJasses, had music 
facilities rated as Above Average. Space, time, and teacher, 
were provided regularly for these -classes. Enthusiasm 
ran high in the groups and though one class worked with 
normals and the other alone, both music rooms were above 
the average. 
One, or 3.85 per cent of the classes, was rated as 
Superior. An auditorium as well as a classroom was provided. 
Regular class and special chorus work was afforded; solo and 
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small group work was observed; participation in special 
programs and work with their contemporaries provided these 
pupils with plenty of opportunities. 
VI. ART 
Nineteen, or 73.08 per cent of the classes, had no 
Art facilities, and therefore were rated as Inferior. 
Three, or 11.54 per cent of the classes, had pro-
visions made for art twice a week and were rated as Below 
Average. The facilities in two of the rooms seemed adequate 
supplying tables, drawing boards, and easels, but the third 
room, although less well- equipped, evidenced a more 
adequate program. 
Two, or 7.69 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Aver&ge. One class provided for creative art, lettering, 
and design, yet was poorly equipped in contrast to the 
other which actually provided less creative opportunities 
but on a daily schedule. 
One, or 3.85 per cent, was rated as Above Average, the 
difference being not so much in quality or quantity of 
the equipment, as in the way the program was administered. 
The pupils could attend the class if interested or if they 
wished to work on a special project. Some pupils attended 
the class regularly. Cooperative work existed between the 
art department and the Special Clas~ although none was 
based on unit work . 
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One, or 3.85 per cent of the classes, was rated as 
Sup erior. This, may be justified only by the fact that all 
pupils attended either three or four times a week, while 
some of them went for specia l work, besides. Other than 
that, the pupils worked with normals in this class. 
VII. LIBRARY 
Sixteen, or 65.42 per cent of the classes, had no 
library facilities and were rated as Inferior. 
Six, or 21.53 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Below Average. Some library facilities were available. 
However, three of the classes were using libraries not 
operated by the school, although situated in the same 
building. This set-up had a trained librarian and made 
an effort to get material for the classes. Two of the 
classes had a fairly well-stocked library but little 
usage, and the other class, although not actually having 
a library, made provision in another room for pupils to get 
extra reading material. 
Two, or 7.69 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Average. They bad library facilities provided in an 
attempt to meet the needs of the pupils in the Special 
Classes, but these were quite dissimilar in type. For 
example, one had a well-equipped, regular library set-up, 
a trained librarian, and good materials. The other, less 
well-stocked, afforded a variety of library materials, and 
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pupils used it at will despite the fact that there was no 
regular, full-time librarian. The physical set-up was such 
as woUld appeal to children, with low shelves, tables, files, 
lamps, comfr> rtable chairs, and rugs. All of this made for 
a homelike atmosphere. 
Two, or 7.69 per cent of the classes, had Above Average 
facilities. Both had the regular school-type library with 
a trained librarian and adequate research material. However, 
the reason for not rating these classes as Superior was aue 
to the lack of sui table materials for the pupils. Both 
librarians and teachers sensed this need and they encouraged 
the pupils to use what mate r ials were available. 
No class in this group was rated as Superior due to 
lack of adjusted materials . 
VIII. ASSEtffiLY ROOMS 
Nine, or 34.62 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Inferior. Five had no Ass~mblies at all. Three attempted 
to make an assembly room available by rearrangement of a 
tiny lunchroom (used by Special Class pupils only) and one 
class had a small room which the principal converted, in-
frequently into an Assembly Hall. 
liine, or 34.62 per cent of the classes, had assembly 
halls available. While the Special Class used these along 
with the other pupils, they were given no part in the 
programs. 
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Four, or 15.38 per cent of the classes, attended regular 
assembly programs and were rated as Average. Opportunities 
were provided for participation in every class. They did 
not take part in the programs as a group but as individuals. 
Two, or 7.69 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Above Average because of the parti c:ip a tory angle. These 
classes had taken part in programs during the year and the 
teachers seemed to be aware of the need to increase and 
improve such opportunities. 
Two, or 7.69 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Superior. These two classes had produced programs and had 
worked with other pupils on assembly programs. When observed, 
the more mature group was working with a small con~ittee 
on a program. The yolmger group enthusi astically reported 
having helped with a program. The teacher and the principal 
encouraged them in such activities. 
IX. USE OF EXHIBIT S All"]) A]J)S 
Sixteen, or 61.53 per cent of the classes, were rated 
as Inferior on the use of Exhibits and Aids. Of these 
sixteen, only one had no exhibits, or aids, to use. Nine 
classes had some aids but failed to use them during the 
time of observation. The other six had r a ted higher on 
aid s not necessarily pertinent to the work of the moment. 
Some of the a ld s were of a mechanical nature. 
Three, or 11.54 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
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Below Average. Very little was said about the material 
available during the time of observation. 
Five, or 19.23 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Average. The classes used the avail able materials 
constructively. One pupil, of his own volition, was 
observed to go to the bulletin board to get a picture with 
which to work. In another class, pupils arranged materials 
on a board. In still another class, the pupils sorted and 
posted visual materials. In ye't another class, references 
were made to ~:pacific pictures. 
One, or 3.85 per cent of the classes, was rated as 
Above Average. Although this class had no exhibits and 
only an average amount of visual ma.terials, the majority 
of the items of a visual nature were used by some pupils 
within the period of time observed. 
One, or 3.85 per cent of the classes, was rated as 
Superior in the use of Exhibits and Aids. All of the 
pupils knew about the exhibits that were particularly 
related to their portion of the work as well as about the 
other pupils' work. One pupil reported on the cotton 
experiment, and another remarked on the same report even 
though he had m t worked on it. 
X. TRIPS AND EXCURSIONS 
Twenty-three, or 88.46 per cent of the classes, had 
made no trips or excursions within the year. 
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Three, or 11.54 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Below Average on Trips, due to the one tr:tp that each 
reported. 
No class was rated as Average, Above Average, or 
Superior. 
XI. MUSEUMS AND REFEHENCE ID OM:S 
Twenty-four, or 92.15 per cent of the classes, had no 
Museums or Reference Rooms, and therefore they were rated 
as Inferior. 
Two, or 7.69 per cent of the classes, had some semblance 
of such fac ili ties and were rated as Below Average. One was 
a room set-up which provided limited facilities; the other 
class had a small cabinet in which some collections had been 
assembled for occasional use. 
XII. USE OF OtYrSIDE RESOURCE PEOPLE 
Twenty-four, or 92.15 per cent of the classes, reported 
no outside person in the class this year to be used as a 
special resource. These classes were rated as Inferior. 
One class, or 3.85 per cent of the classes, reported 
the visit of a police officer on a ~ecial safety project. 
This class was rated as Below Averege. 
One class, or 3.85 per cent, reported the help of a 
fireman at Hallowe'en; a nurse to present a Tuberculosis 
program, and a policeman to discuss safety during the 
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coasting season. This class was rated as Average. 
No class was rated as Above Average, or Superior. 
XIII. PRACTICAL HEALTH AJ:ID SA.FETY 
Two, or 7.69 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Inferior. In one of the classes, although medical examin-
ations were made and the nurse visited the school daily, 
there yet seemed to be no concern evidenced for the mental 
health of the child. The physical education program 
consisted of a once-a-week exercise in the room. There 
were no health, or safety, posters or charts. The other 
class was given a twice-a-week physical education program 
even while a child's concern over his sore throat was 
ignored, as was another child's request to go to the 
lavatory. 
Thirteen, or 50 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Below Average. Mental health was almost ignored, and six 
of the classes had no gymnasium facilities. Some of the 
rooms seemed stuffy. Some had relaxation periods, but even 
that did not form a feature of the class routine in some 
cases. Some bad posters and charts but, in the over-all 
picture, there seemed to be little to justify practicality. 
Three of the classes were situated in inferior basement 
rooms with no gymnasium facilities, but the teachers showed 
concern for relaxation activities and for the mental 
health of the children. 
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Six, or 23.07 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Average. Medical services were available and the teachers 
were aware of the individual's physical condition, and knew 
something of each child • s home envi:ro nment. One class, 
that had no gymnasium, had supervised, outside play and 
rearranged the room for indoor s.ports of such nature as 
might be carried on in. such a limited area. One class had 
special lavatory facilities installed just outside the room 
for these pupils and for those in another room. Another 
teacher provided for free play in the classroom, at times 
when it rained, saying: "It's too bad that the children 
have to be penned up in such bad weather." Mental health 
was looked upon as important in these classes. Health 
charts and posters indicated other media used in providing 
for the total health of the pupils. 
Five, or 19.23 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Above Average because of the preponderance of the above 
factors. Two classes lacked good physical education facilitie 
but these lacks were compensated for by the many devices 
afforded by the teacher on health, safety, nutrition, and an 
unusual knowledge of the individual pupil's background and 
emotional make-up. The teachers were alert and s.eemed to 
enjoy radiant health. They exhibited a definite concern, but 
not a morbid concern, for the well-being of the pupils. 
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D. EXPERIENCING 
Table IX is designed to indicate the percentage of 26 
Special Classes on each item included in the section under 
Experiencing. 
TABLE IX 
PERCENTAGES OF 26 SPECIAL CLASSES RATED ACCORDING TO 
EACH ITEM OF THE SECTION ON EXPERIENCING 
Rating 1 2 4 5 
Self-Admin. 
Activities 19.23 23.07 34.62 23.07 
Concrete 
Experiences 23.07 53.85 19.23 3.85 
Manipulative 
Experiences 3.85 23.07 42.31 23.07 7.69 
Nature and 
use of Drill 19.23 26.92 38.46 11.54 3.85 
Adjustment to 
Indiv. Needs 15.38 46.15 19~23 11.54 7.69 
Integration 53.85 15.38 15.38 15.38 
Band or 
Orchestra 92.15 3.85 3.85 
outside Art 84.61 3.85 11.54 
Practical 
· Arithmetic 15.38 50 23.07 11.54 
Practical 
Reading 11.54 30.77 26.92 26.92 3.85 
Practical 
Written Recall 34.62 38.46 19.23 7.69 
--
Practical Soc. 
Studies 23.07 26.92 26.92 . 23.07 
Practical Oral 
Expression 19.23 30.77 19.23 19.23 11.54 
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I. SELF-ADMINISTERING ACTIVITIES 
Five, or 19.23 of the classes, were rated as Inferior. 
There was no evidence that any self-administering devices were 
used either durir~ observation or from materials available. 
One class reported having its own typed sheets, but there were 
none to be seen that day. 
Six, or 23.07 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Below Average. Workbooks and games were the media employed, 
the emphasis being placed on the workbooks. The games were 
limited in number. 
Nine, or 34.62 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Average, Teacher-made devices consisting of games, work cards, 
check lists, mimeographed or hectographed material plus work-
book material, were quantitatively supplied. Some of the 
material was qualitative also. Some showed that they had been 
used. ~ualitative , as well as quantitative estimates had to 
be made. The material was available to the pupils on tables, 
or in cabinets, which they used. 
Six, or 23.07 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Above Average. This material differed from the latter some-
what, both quantitatively and qualitatively. The feature that 
rated these classes above the other nine was that the pupils 
had the devices in their desks and, obviously, had used them 
freely. One class had more than the usual amount of material 
on hand but it was so old that it was splitting at the ends. 
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Had this material been of more modern type the class would 
have been rated as Superior, but, instead, it had to be scored 
down on the basis of unattractiveness. 
· No class was rated as Superior since none supplied scor-
ing devices with the material to the extent which would 
justify so high a rating. 
II. CONCRETE EXPERIENCES 
Although broad concrete experiences were limited because 
o£ failure to use outside resources, such as trips and ex-
hibits, nevertheless all classes showed some concreteness in 
their programs. Therefore no class was rated as Inferior. 
Six, or 23.07 per cent of the classes, were rated at 2, 
or Below Average. These all showed concreteness through the 
Industrial Arts or Crafts programs, and the socialization 
in the class. Three of the classes did not show any concrete 
social experiences through Gymnasium or Assembly Hall exper-
iences and programs. The classes seemed to lean more upon 
vicarious experiences. It was evident that even an aquarium 
would have aided in the reading about fish, or that an ex-
hibi t of chocolate in any o£ its forms, would have aided in 
the study of the cocoa bean. 
Fourteen, or 53.85 per cent of the classes, were rated 
as Average. The same sort of concreteness was shown in these 
classes as in those rated at Below Average, but they existed 
to a greater degree. Additions such as rulers, compasses, 
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nature study references and dramatization, afforded some rare 
opportunities also. 
Five, or 19.23 per cent of the classes, rated at Above 
Average. In addition to the before-mentioned items, these 
classes had added: the study of measure, through pints and 
quarts; scales; and clocks, real clocks having hands that the 
children could move; food, such as apples and lollypops; real 
money to be counted, even though it would be spent outside the 
classroom and other such simple media. One class had a 
variety of experiences through working with costumes and 
stage sets. Another class studied public buildings, identify-
ing them through pictures in the room and, in order to bring 
concreteness into the situation, arranged a treasure hunt 
permitting the pupils to identify the buildings they were 
studying by looking out of the window. 
Only one class was rated as Superior. This class employ-
ed many of the above-mentioned devices and in a greater mul-
tiplicity than any other one; it also featured a display of 
the crafts products that were made in class. These were 
arranged and handled carefully by the pupils, and afforded 
further experiences. Another uniqueness was the arrangement, 
around the room, of the special interests of each individual 
pupil's hobby, special program, or type of material. 
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III. MANIPULATIVE EXPERIENCES 
These experiences correlated somewhat with Arts and 
Crafts~ or Industrial Arts~ or the Art programs~ but in a 
limited degree. Small manipulative activities were looked fo 
in this item. 
One class was rated as Inferior. The only evidence of 
any manipulation was in posters and a few scrapbooks~ made 
by the pupils. 
Six, or 23.07 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Below Average. One of these afforded only shop work~ but it 
was good. One had plenty of supplies. It was observed that 
in the Crafts program the girls participated very little~ if 
any, and that any painting done was only copy work. A third 
class afforded some opportunities but little or no actual 
craftsmanship. The other three classes had headwork, weav-
ing and modeling to supplement their other materials. 
Eleven, or 42.31 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Average. The manipulative skills included finger-painting, 
imaginative and imitative modeling and painting, weaving, 
headwork, scrapbooks and spool weaving, in abundance. Three 
of the classes were rated at 3 1 by virtue of the type of 
shop and art classes provided. 
Six, or 23.07 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Above Average. The difference in the media employed was that 
of quantity. Leather-craft was the only new work that was 
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added. In one class where the major equipment supplied was 
paint the use of media, such as bottles and boxes afforded 
the pupils more opportunities than did some other classes 
which supplied better equipment. 
Two classes, or 7.69 per cent of the classes, were rated 
as Superior since superiority existed both quantitatively and 
qualitatively. No new media was afforded, but craftsmanship 
was excellent and the materials were used to full advantage by 
every child. 
IV • NATURE AND USE OF DRILL 
In five, or 19.23 per cent of the classes, there was 
little evidence of any kind of drill and, in talking with the 
teacher, only vagueness resulted. In two classes, drill was 
presented to the entire group with no meanings whatever 
attached. For example, all pupils copied words from the 
blackboard and then looked up the dictionary definitions of 
them. The third class was given spelling drill in this 
fashion, the words being spelled orally, then set down on 
paper. No meaning, showing the use or value of the words, 
accompanied the drill. 
Seven, or 26.92 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Below Average. Here again it was found that little meaning 
was given to the drills. The best drill observed was that of 
a game-type program, the pupils looking for names of given 
countries on the blackboard then locating them in their text-
•.· 
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books. Drills from card material were isolated, even though 
these were such as suited individual needs. The fact that 
the pupils just picked them out, rather than to have them 
presented progressively, indicated a lack of system in drills. 
Ten, or 38.46 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Average. Drills were made meaningful and, in most instances, 
presented in groups, rather than to an entire class at once. 
Discussion about real experiences related to the type work 
helped in making these presentations realistic. Auditory, 
visual and kinesthetic methods were used with discrimination. 
Games were used as media, and the interrelation of the various 
types was considered in making the rating. One class had 
oral drills on special written work suggested by themselves 
on the previous day. They then "found 11 the items listed on 
the chart which they had been discussing. They had in-
dividual checks for a type-game that included the items. This 
was under the topic "Transportation," and although the pupils 
were of primary mental ages, the provisions for the in-
dividual's success was obvious. 
Three, or 11.54 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Above Average because they more nearly were individualized, 
and t heir manner of presentation was more varied. In one of 
these classes no actual drill was observed, but the results 
of drill were evident in a special program th~t was put on for 
the visitor. In this, the teacher stood to one side, or stood 
at the back of the room, while the pupils made their demon-
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strations, often without guidance. The group worked together 
on this, almost every child having a part. 
Only one class was rated as Superior. In reading drills 
that were observed, each group , as well as each individual in 
the group, took part in the drills. These were of the game 
variety, affording few, or many, repetitions as needed. 
Meaning was given to words that were new and the pupils were 
encouraged to discuss them freely, citing personal experience I 
The pupils discovered parts of words and then, when mastery 
had been achieved, erased the word from the blackboard and 
looked for it in the textbook, success being attained in 
each instance. The work was carried on for 10 minutes, then 
a new set of words were presented to another group, indicat-
ing an awareness of the learning rate of the pupils. 
V. ADJUSTMENT TO INDIVIDUAL NEEDS 
Four, or 15.38 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Inferior, due to the fact that the same types of activities 
and the same standards, seemed to be demanded of all the 
pupils, the same books being used in at least three of the 
four classes rated. Though some slight provisions may have 
been planned they were not sufficiently developed to justify 
1 a higher rating. 
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Twelve, or 46.15 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Below Average. In these classes there were slight indica-
li tions j_ 
of adjustments having beenmade in the Oral work. 
( 
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others the textbook assignments varied. In eight of the 
classes~ the rating paralleled exactly the rating on texts. 
In one class~ there seemed to be slightly better adjustment 
than the texts indicated as possible. In the other three 
classes, it was evident that the material which was available 
had not been used to its fullest extent. Some efforts along 
such lines~ however~ were shown in isolated cases. 
Five~ or 19.23 per cent of the classes~ were rated as 
Average. Individual abilities were considered and pro-
visions were made for many of them. In three instances~ the 
rating corresponded to that on Textbooks for the same class. 
In the fourth~ the textbook rating was higher. In the fifth~ 
it was lower. This again might have been due to the oral fac-
tor. 
Three~ or 11.54 per cent of the classes~ were rated as 
Above Average. Interests and abilities were noted and 
flexibility made it possible to care for the individual needs. 
Variations in the comprehension Checks suggested a higher 
rating. 
Two~ or 7.69 per cent of the . classes~ were rated as 
Superior. In both classes the program was flexible~ and all 
individualization of assignment were cared for. Physical~ 
mental and emotional needs seemed to have been met. The 
texts were made available to one class but in the other the 
teacher had made special preparation, thus overcoming the in-
adequacy of material for that class and providing for in-
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dividual l'leeds. 
VI. INTEGRATION 
Fourteen, or 53.85 per cent of the classes, were rated 
as Inferior. There was no evidence of integration through 
visual aids or exhibits, or in the oral work presented during 
the period of observation. Textbooks predominated although 
other media were used, such as newspapers and advertisements. 
Four, or 15.38 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Below Average. There was evidence of such integration in 
reading, social studies and spelling. One class dramatization 
suggested integration of oral work with activity, but nothing ~~ 
~n the way of units appeared. 
Four of the classes were rated as Average because of 
definite unit set-up, although none tended toward a total co-
ordination. All of these were primarily social studies' 
materials, and some detailed objectives went along with them. 
Four or 15.38 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Above Average. The units were City Government, United 
Nations, Transportation, and Clothing. The first two were 
used by older pupils, the last two for younger pupils. In 
these, the material did not cut across subject-matter lines, 
and since all of the classes in this group were making pro-
1 vision for individualization, the units probably answered the 
needs of many. Only one c~ass provided a culminating ac-
' tivity of any proportion. 
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No Superior class was rated since the unit work tended 
to be individualized~ rather than group organized. 
VII. BAND OR ORCHESTRA 
Twenty-four, or 92,15 per cent of the classes, were 
rated as Inferior since they had made no provisions for music 
in any way other than as a regular class, available for the 
whole group. 
One class, or 3.85 per cent of the entire 26 classes 
studied, had arranged for one boy to take music lessons out-
side of the school; therefore, it was given a rating of 2. 
One class, or 3.85 per cent of the classes, had two 
pupils taking violin lessons, a feature of the system which 
encouraged other pupils to take advantage of similar oppor-
tunities. This class was rated as Above Average. 
No class was rated as Average or Superior. 
VIII. OUTSIDE ART 
Twenty-two, or 84.61 per cent of the classes, had made 
no provisions for any special art program and therefore were 
rated as Inferior. 
One class was rated as Average because the pupils all 
were provided with an Art course. But as art was made com-
pulsory as a subject in the class not providing for special 
abilities, and since no extra time was arranged for those in 
the class to pursue special interests or talents, it could 
not be said to be providing for special abilities. 
I' 
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Three classes were rated as Above Average since all 
could take art, and extra time was provided ror those who 
desired to pursue it rurther, or who had any special talent 
in that direction. One pupil, ror instance, was given a 
scholarship so that advanced work might be done. 
No class was rated as Below Average or Superior. 
IX. PRACTICAL ARITHMETIC 
It was difricult to ascertain practicality in many or 
content subjects, based on the concept that practicality is 
to consist in having real situations and rererences afrord 
practical measures. 
Four, or 15.38 per cent of ,the classes 1 seemed to be in-
ferior in this respect. They had no material on hand to in-
dicate the use of Practical Arithmetic, even in so simple a 
case as that of counting their own classmates. 
Thirteen, or 50 per cent of the classes 1 were rated as 
Below Average. Evidence was shown in the use of money for 
class exercises, the use of yardsticks and of some basic 
skills. Credit was given ror measure in shop and art, and 
as well, in cooking classes for the older group of pupils. 
Six, or 23.07 per cent of the classes 1 were rated as 
Average. Four of these six used real objects, such as vege-
tables, lollypops, games, pint and quart measures, calendars 
and the like, to provide quantitative number ror pupils whose 
mental ages ranged up to 10 years. In the other three 
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classes, where the mental ages ranged to about 11 years, and 
where the chronological ages ranged to 16 years, clocks, 
real measures, stamps, scales and budgets, afforded good 
bases for rating. 
Three, or 11.54 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Above Average, based on the fact that newspaper advertise-
ments for groceries and other merchandise, and budgeting plus 
some practice cards of a more abstract nature (but well 
motivated) were employed. Numbers also were used in cooking 
and in arts and crafts programs. 
No class was rated as Superior. 
X. PRACTICAL READING 
The insufficient evidence of practicality in reading 
existed in 3, or 11.54 per cent of the classes. This seemed 
to justify a rating of 1, or Inferior. No materials, other 
than class reading to stimulate the pupils, was observed. 
They had texts that ranged from poor to fair, no classroom 
library, no material of a visual nature having a background 
of reading matter, and few self-administering activities. 
One class did have a shop, but few directions were evidenced 
there. 
Eight, or 30.77 per cent of the classes, were rated at 
2. In four of these classes the practical application of 
reading stemmed from directions, board work, or self-adminis-
taring work devised by the teacher. Some of these served as 
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enrichment for other phases of the class program, while one 
afforded a reference room. Another class, working on Trans-
portation, had reading material in manuscript form at the 
level of most of the group. The mental ages for these groups 
was from 6 to 10, with one ranging down to 4; and the other 
four classes had children whose mental ages ranged from 6 to 
about 13 years. Thus consideration of these factors was 
called for in making any justification. Practicality in 
oral reading, providing new or enriching experiences, had to 
be accredited. Activities in cooking rooms, or industrial 
arts, furnished the major portion of the reading +,or prac-
tical application. 
Seven, or 26.92 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Ave rage on the basis of material that was directive. Some 
reading in search for facts in content subjects as well as to 
find materials for other purposes, was noted; Extra. classes 
in music, cooking, industrial arts and games justified the 
position on the scale. 
Seven, or 26 . 92 per cent of the cl asses, were rated as 
Above Average. Ma t erials f or programs, special cha r t s, 
scrap-books, newspaper advertisements, and reports for part 
ot the class work furnish ed out standing evidence that progress 
was bei ng made and that practical applicat i on was employed. 
Only two of the classes were made up of pupils almost all in 
t h e lower mental and chronological age brackets. Evidence 
from five came from the other experiences aff orded the 
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pupils in other rooms. 
Only one class was rated as Superior. Newspapers~ charts 
directions, teacher-prepared booklets and pupil-prepared books 
of stories they had enjoyed~ fUrnished evidence of practical 
application in reading. The teacher-prepared material was 
a significant point 1 since it indicated purposeful reading 
to gain information about city~ country and state government. 
The material was on a low vocabulary level, but it held high 
interest for pupils who were chronologically older. 
XI. PRACTICAL WRITTEN RECALL 
No evidence, or else very little, was present in nine~ 
or 34.62 per cent of the classes, even when notebooks, or 
queries to see the written work of the pupils was resorted 
to, therefore these classes were rated as Inferior. Little 
written work was seen even for exhibition purposes. The only 
written work that was in evidence in one room where the mental 
ages ranged up to 12 years, consisted of sentences, using 
words previously looked up in the dictionary. In another 
class, pupils copied questions from the blackboard. 
Ten, or 38.46 per cent of the classes~ were rated as 
Below Average. Observation revealed several different types 
of practical application to a limited degree. Three of these 
had written recall on the bulletin board. In one class, 
where the intelligence quotients and mental ages were lowest, 
limited paper and pencil writing of the · manuscript variety, 
I 
prevailed. The pupils, however, had plenty of practical 
written work on the blackboard, which was rated as practical 
application because it afforded a medium for pupils in the 
readiness stage. One class afforded practicality in appli ca-
tion through having provided motives for self-esteem by per-
mitting some problem pupils (very low on the mental scale) 
to write about their individual interests and to show their 
written work to the principal. Other classes used grocery 
lists, lists of clothing about which they were studying, 
pricing and making of signs. All utilized some for.m of objec-
tive tests, but none of this material was evident to any 
extent. 
Five, or 19.23 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Average. The before-mentioned types of practical application 
in writ t en recall were observed in greater quantity. To these 
had been added written reports of findings in social studies 
to be used with the whole class; s t re ets and addresses of 
buildings about which they were studying, and note book work 
containing reports, pictorial materials and drawings, had been 
used for special programs. 
Two, or 7.69 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Above Average due to the fact that the lists and original work 
existed in greater amounts. Use was made of the exhibits and 
visual materials so as to permit the pupils to write about 
Jl · them for board use, or to obtain such materials through letter 
II writing. 
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No class was rated as Superior. 
XII. PRACTICAL APPLICATION IN SOCIAL STUDIES 
Six, or 23.07 per cent o~ the classes, were rated as 
In~erior. None of the classes from Inferior to Above Average 
had applied Social Studies in the area of the community, other 
than vicariously. In these Inferior classes, the tex t was 
the principal medium of approach to the study. Two of the 
classes made up of pupils chronological~ and mentally younge~ 
seemed to not to have had any cooperative, socializing adven-
tures even though the content was at their level. They had 
no contacts with other normal pupils in their schools, except 
that the two groups met occasionally at assemblies. They 
apparently were limited to their own classrooms, and they had 
~ew opportunities for making their own decisions. Three of 
the classes were composed of chronologically-older pupils 
who, although they used other classrooms, had their work 
separate from normal pupils. The school orientation that was 
a~forded seemed inadequate for their age. There was no 
evidence of participation in reaching decisions to justify 
a higher rating. The last class had a program in another room 
but was segregated from normal pupils. It did, however, 
share infrequent assemblies with normal pupils. In this 
class there were pupils whose intelligence quotients were in 
the normal range. The text was the primary source of their 
work. 
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Seven, or 26.92 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Below Average, and the text dominated the program. Socializa-
tion was somewhat superior to that found in the Inferior 
groups, yet appeared to have only quantitative clues. Two of 
the classes of older pupils were completely segregated from 
normal pupils in a big junior high school building. Efforts 
to compensate for this by relieving tension in the classes, 
and by providing vicarious community approaches, raised these 
two classes to the Below Average group. 
Seven, or 26.92 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Average in making practical application of Social Studies. 
One vivid, although perha~ vicarious orientation in the 
community served to raise the level of one class. Texts were 
supplemented by practical health considerations, a variety 
of media, a realistic farm study, and many purposeful trips 
through the school buildings, with practical orientation 
throughout New England plus outside resource people thus 
affording situations that brought these classes up to a point 
that might be considered as Average. 
Six, or 23.07 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Above Average. These classes provided material geared to 
their level and the kind of class and school experiences that 
made them seem to be superior to all others in social situa-
tions with other pupils, except in two instances. These two 
were in Centers where provision, over and beyond what was 
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made elsewhere to other classes, was made to aid the pupils 
in finding out about their community. No actual problem 
situations were stressed, but local natural studies, home 
life, citizenship responsibilities and a segment of the 
national picture were presented at the level of the pupils, 
all of which furnished evidence of practical application in 
the field of Social Studies. 
No observations seemed to justify a Superior rating. 
XIII. PRACTICAL APPLICATION IN ORAL EXPRESSION 
Five, or 19.23 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Inferior in practical application in Oral Expression. Oral 
work was observed to some extent in all of the classes, but 
chiefly in drills, or in comprehension of reading materials, 
and there was little evidence of any other practical criter-
ia. In one class, no evidence was found. 
In eight, or 30.77 per cent of the classes, Oral Ex-
pression was rated as Below Average, since the responses were 
so feeble. In one class, the pupils acted as if they were 
suppressed; in another, where reading might have afforded 
opportunity for discussion, only a small part of the group 
participated. Poise was evident to an extent that justified 
a rating of 2. In one class of older girls, the child care 
program provided the pupils with opportunity to report ex-
periences and to carry on good group discussions. The second 
part of the hour, in the Social Studies class, these same 
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pupils appeared to be shy and ill at ease. 
Five, or 19.23 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Average. In these classes there were evidences of reports, 
announcements, discussions, and game participation, that 
justified an Average rating. An arithmetic lesson aff~ded 
an opportunity to observe pupils whose posture was good, who 
listened when others were talking, and who looked at the 
person speaking and made responses in keeping with the sub-
ject brought up. In presentation of details and in making a 
report, there seemed to be justification for rating another 
class at 3. 
Five, or 19.23 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Above Average. The practical application of oral work was 
evident in one excellent report on Army-Navy Transportation. 
The discussion was a natural outgrowth of the use of interest. 
It related to a segment of work in which these older boys 
were concerned. Another class, well above Average, was able 
to conduct a meeting according to parliamentary procedure; but 
it failed to qualify for a higher rating because of its in-
ability to carry on conversation in an informal manner. One 
dramatization brought a younger group of pupils up to this 
high level. Although its practicality may be questioned, it 
did have a carry-over value in reporting informally, and in 
personal conversations. 
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Three, or 11.54 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Superior in view of their greater degree of application of 
the above-mentioned determinants. There was no outstanding 
incident to deserve comment unless it were that, in one case, 
the pupils under observation performed introductions, served 
as escorts around the buildings on occasion, greeting the 
different teachers in the building and their classmates as 
well, with a decorum that might have been expected of older 
people. 
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E. ATMOSPHERE 
On Table X has been rated the percentage of 26 Special 
Classes, according to the items under the section Atmosphere . 
TABLE X 
PERCENTAGES OF 26 SPECIAL CLASSES RATED ACCORDING TO 
EACH ITEM OF THE SECTION ON ATMOSPHERE 
Rating 1 2 3 4 5 
Physical 
Set-up 15.38 34.62 38.46 11.54 
Work 
Habits 3.85 15.38 46.15 26.92 7.69 
Discipline 3.85 23.07 34.62 26.92 11.54 
Teacher 
Attitude 3.85 26.92 30.77 26.92 11.54 
Pupil Co-
operation 23.07 23.07 30.77 15.38 7.69 
I. PHYSICAL SET-UP 
Four, or 15.38 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Inferior in this item due to the fact that two of the rooms 
were in the basement of a school, wholly segregated from all 
other pupils. As observed, one of these rooms was entirely 
too crowded for the number of gangly pupils who occupied it 
and the other, while larger was more cluttered. The last two 
II 
IJ rooms were well located in the building but both had station-
_j~e:ks, and no attempt had been made to improve the 
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physical set-up. One, with bare walls, had too many desks 
for the number of pupils, but plenty of blackboard space and 
good, but unused, bulletin boards. The other had a stage-
like alcove, which was cluttered up with old materials such 
as magazines and broken-down supplies. The vestiges of 
broken pipes, and the constant clatter of workmen's hammers 
further detracted from the set-up and though only temporary, 
was not conducive to good work. 
Nine, or 34.62 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Below Average. All of these rooms had the usual amount of 
blackboard space and none were over-crowded by the number o£ 
pupils in the class. Desks were placed stiffly in the room 
with little opportunity for varying the activities. The 
status of these five classes was improved through efforts of 
the teacher to provide corner group activities and moveable 
stools and tables. One basement room had a corner space for 
the craft program which improved its physical set-up. It 
s.lso had a table-chair arrangement for group work and the 
teacher had ma.de advantageous use of all available space. 
Three of the classes had moveable desks but broken equipment 
in one corner or great disorderliness to affect its rating 
status. One of these rooms was a part of the assembly hall 
set off by screens. The arrangement and groupings, however, 
made the class pleasant and desirable beyond expectancy. 
Ten, or 38.46 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Average. There were moveable desks, or table-and-chair set-
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ups, adjusted to the size of the pupils. In one instance, 
however, the stationary desk arrangement in the academic room 
was offset by the facilities used in other rooms by the 
pupils. Therefore, the whole status, rather than the isolated 
class, was considered. 
Three, or 11.54 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Above Average. Physical set-ups, conducive to an activity-
type program were spacious, and different kinds of cabinets 
and cupboards were available. All three of these classes 
had extra space for the crafts program which made them more 
satisfactory. 
No class was rated as Superior on physical set-up. 
II • WORK HABITS 
One class or 3.85 ~r cent was rated as Inferior. These 
'pupils required constant supervision so that they would apply 
themselves; even then they failed. Some were quite inactive. 
Four, or 15.38 per cent, were rated as Below Average. 
They required teacher direction to a large extent but not as 
constantly as the Inferior class. One class, where the 
pupils had aided in the time-planning, nevertheless, failed 
to follow through on the plan and fell into this group. 
Twelve, or 46.15 per cent of the classes, were rated 
Average. The pupils worked fairly effectively under super-
vision without requiring constant direction. In one class, 
where freedom of movement was permitted, there was aimless 
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mulling about rather than direct attack during the observa-
tion period, perhaps because they had been disturbed. In 
most instances an attempt was made to observe work habits 
before entering the room so as to obviate any influences that 
might distract. The proportion of the class diligently at 
work, therefore, was used as the basis o~ rating. 
Seven, or 26.92 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Above Average. The pupils seemed busy and interested, and 
rarely had to be reminded of their tasks. One class justi-
~ies comment: The mental ages were extremely low but the 
pupils worked independently and when the teacher left the 
room she did not need to leave instructions. Moreover, upon 
her return they were apparently as diligently at work as when 
she le~t. 
Two, or ?.69 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Superior. The pupils had high standards and applied them-
selves over long periods of time without external direction 
from the teacher. Both classes were in the lower mental-age 
range. One deserves comment. When interrupted by three 
people during the time of observation i t yet continued with 
the work in hand. The teacher's direction seemed to be the 
only time that these pupils were disturbed, and then, only 
one pupil failed to go back to his work, one whose I.Q. was 
below 50. 
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III. DISCIPLINE 
Only one class could be rated as Inferior. Disciplinary 
problema were to a la.rge extent non-existent. They did exist 
in isolated instances, or where autocratic rather than demo-
cratic practices prevailed. The inferior class was in a 
decidedly crowded dark class room with a rigid schedule. The 
pupils themselves appeared to be overactive and overstimu-
lated. The teacher also seemed to be under strain. Discip-
line, however, had been noted before the classroom was en-
tered. Previous to that, one pupil had been sent from the 
class into the hall for disciplinary purposes and another was 
sent out later. 
Six, or 23.07 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Below Average. These were largely teacher-dominated. In 
three of' these six, attempts had been made to have pupil 
participation. The evidence present such as calling down 
pupils, snapping fingers, and rapping on desks, were measures 
that could scarcely be expected to produce integrated per-
sonalities in classes where pupil participation was the aim. 
Nine, or 34.62 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Average. In these classes, there was a tendency toward 
social control although the teacher acted authoritatively at 
times. In two classes it was felt, rather than observed, 
that the teacher controlled the group since some of the 
pupils "just sat." Neither negative nor positive statements 
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could be made about these classes. In most of the classes 
there was some freedom of movement and ease on the part of thE 
pupils. In one instance# where pupils were observed in more 
than one room# those in the academic work were wholly teacher 
controlled but their own social control and self-control# in 
the other room, warranted an Average rating. 
Seven, or 26.92 per cent of the classes 1 rated Above 
Average. Naturalness, ease and freedom prevailed. Social 
control was the disciplinary medium employed. The teacher's 
admonitions in one or two cases# when given, were in a quiet, 
suggestive manner. It should be noted that one class had 
few pupils but they behaved in a mature manner. 
Three, or 11.54 per cent of the classes# were rated as 
Superior. Self-and group-control was noted while the 
teachers guided the activities. Freedom of movement pre-
vailed and the total observational period provided good op-
portunity to justify the statement that "naturalistic 11 
situations existed. The physical set-up in two of the class-
rooms did not seem to justify such a statement, yet both of 
the classes rated high on pupil participation. The third 
classroom had desirable features but failed to rate well on 
pupil participation# but the many other factors saved the 
situation. Two of the , classes were composed largely of 
primary-grade pupils, and the third, of pupils having low 
mental ages but high chronological ages. 
.\ 
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IV. TEACHER ATTITUDE TOWARD PUPILS 
Only one class was rated as Inferior on this item. The 
teacher complained about the pupils, censoring them openly, 
and even said loudly, in the presence of at least one girl, 
if not in the hearing of all 1 that she had had better classes. 
Seven, or 26.92 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Below Average. Their teachers also were somewhat critical 
but more indirectly so. "Our best singer is not here today," 
a teacher remarked, when one boy volunteered to sing. 
Eight, or 30.77 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Average. The general attitude of these teachers was one of 
respect for the individual. Patience, friendliness, some 
understanding and some rapport may be said to have charac-
terized them. 
Seven, or 26.93 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Above Average. This group was characterized by the same 
qualities beforementioned and a good sense of humor. 
Three, or 11.54 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Superior. There seemed to be a complete understanding on the 
part of these leaders. They minimized errors, respected the 
pupils and received respect, and became a part of the group 
where guidance rather than direction was the order of the 
day. 
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V. PUPIL CO-OPERATION WITH EACH OTHER 
Six, or 23.07 per cent o£ the classes, failed to achieve 
co-operation and therefore were rated as Inferior. Even 
where pupils were allowed to move freely, and where there were 
physical provisions for co-operation, competition was more 
often noted. 
Six, or 23.07 per cent of the classes were rated as 
Below Average. Co-operation in discussion-work, and in in-
dividual help to each other, existed. Yet, in a cooking 
elass, some of the girls went off and left the final tasks 
for one girl to finish. In another class, all was competitive 
except their co-operation in relation to comprehension checks. 
Eight, or 30.77 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Average. Here the attitudes were co-operative, and there 
was a trend away from competition but there were no big co-
operative ventures. The pupils seemed to respect and help 
one another individually, respected anothers• property 
rights, showed pride in anot~ers' accomplishments and worked 
together in clean-up tasks. 
Four, or 15.38 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Above Average, providing evidence of co-operation throughout 
most of the period. Accord with others' point of view, help-
ing by applause when a deaf child got the right answer, ac-
tive co-operation without teacher direction and good sports-
manship in games, all afforded evidence for such a rating. 
L 
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Three of the four classes were engaged in some co-operative 
venture, seeming to supply further justification. 
Two, or 7.69 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Superior. One of these classes was working on a unifying 
project, and all of the pupils worked toward its fulfillment. 
The other group, with somewhat younger pupils, mentally and 
chronologically, assisted each other in individual tasks and 
moved freely about the room while so doing. 
F. EVALUATION 
Table XI is designed to state the percentage ratings of 
the 26 Special Classes studied, according to each item under 
the Evaluation Section. 
TABLE XI 
PERCENTAGES OF 26 SPECIAL CLASSES RATED ACCORDING TO 
EACH ITEM OF THE SECTION ON EVALUATION 
Rating Items 
Tests 
Cumulative 
Records 
1 
15.38 
42.31 
2 
26.92 
26.92 
I. TESTS 
3 4 5 
30.77 19.23 7.69 
15.38 15.38 
Four, or 15.38 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Inferior. The major portion of the evaluation seemed to re-
sult from formal tests, which varied from the Massachusetts 
State Traveling Clinic tests to a situation that had more ex-
tensive tests. However, in one class, the teacher did not 
know what the mental ages of her pupils were and said she did 
not have the date, even though She did have the Traveling 
Clinic's report on her desk. One teacher had been out most 
of the year and there was no evidence in the oral presen-
tation of the work to suggest anything but teacher criticism. 
)\ 
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All classes had meager socializing programs. 
Seven, or 26.92 per cent o£ the classes, were rated as 
Below Average. The formal testing program afforded a basis 
for raising three of these classes to 2, yet the emphasis 
was on evaluation tending toward the teacher helping the 
pupils to see their own progress. Health and social conse-
quences were considered, but £rom what could be observed the 
evaluation was teacher-dominated to a large extent. 
Eight, or 30.77 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Average. In these classes_,: the pupils made decisions re-
garding progress, or were led to see it. One class employed 
varied media in comprehension checks affording outlets for 
those not capable of more academic answers thus providing 
for success. One class was raised to this level due to the 
Shop teacher's use of self-evaluation charts although the 
class had teacher criticisms in the academic work. Social 
and physical status was considered in all of these classes. 
Five, or 19.23 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Above Average. The formal testing program provided achieve-
ment tests yearly and in three classes, other tests were 
available upon request. One of the classes had only the 
Gates'Reading Readiness Test provided by the administration, 
but the teacher supplemented this with tests for the few 
pupils who needed them. This particular class was making 
strides toward self-evaluation. Standards were determined 
when one pupil said he wanted to change an answer. "It was 
not the best.n Charts for pupils to check themselves by 
were evidenced in another class. This had a health~ as well 
as an academic chart~ and the social growth of the pupils 
was stressed. Another class~ that deserves comment, dis-
cussed the individual's progress and group decisions were 
reached. Decisions involved the extent of progress made in 
knowledge of the city government and then individuals 
itemizing what each knew. 
Two~ or 7.69 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Superior. Each class was different in every respect but 
one, where mental ages were 6 - 9, and I.Q.'s all under 80, 
was critical of its own work to the extent that tasks were 
discarded and done over when unsatisfactory. The teacher 
had pupil charts for each child. The other class made 
decisions on pupil conduct (really a citizenship program), 
and the right and wrong of social situations. The mental 
ages of these pupils were only 8 to 12 years, but they were 
chronologically older. The teachers and principal staffed 
each case and had knowledge of the progress each child was 
making. 
II. CUMULATIVE RECORDS 
The provision made for cumulative records on the school 
basis was meagre. Records as such actually were provided 
in only one classroom. However, it was found that teachers 
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were making efforts to compile cumulative records _for their 
classes and consequently~ the ratings were based upon this 
evidence. 
Eleven~ or 42.31 per cent of the classes~ were rated as 
Inferior. There was little evidence of cumulative records. 
Seven, or 26.92 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Below Average. There were only meagre records in these 
rooms. These consisted of a few scholastic records. 
Four, or 15.38 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Average. These records~ too, were primarily on achievement 
but more complete than those rated lower. One teacher had 
devised an excellent and complete type card but had little 
data on it. 
Four~ or 15.38 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Above Average. Two of these had included physical and 
social needs of the pupils. One had anecdotal records and 
the fourth had a photograph of each child (for teacher use) 
with a record of his progress. Each of these teachers knew 
something of the pupil's background, even if unrecorded. 
No class was rated as Superior, even though there were 
some charts, or graphs, for children, in the rooms. These 
were not of a permanent nature, and no records included all 
of the areas deserving evaluation. Observation did not 
reveal much individual self-evaluation although it would 
scarcely have been expected except in individual conferences. 
/ 
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G. FUTURE PLANNING FOR INDIVIDUALS 
Table XII serves to indicate the percentage ratings 
of each item under the heading: Future Planning for In-
dividuals. 
TABLE XII 
PERCENTAGES OF 26 SPECIAL CLASSES RATED ACCORDING TO 
EACH ITEM OF THE SECTION ON FUTURE PLANNING FOR 
INDIVIDUALS 
Rating 1 2 3 4 5 
Vocational 
Guidance 45.38 38.46 ' 30.77 15.38 
Work During 
School Time 100 
Work Outside 
School Time 100 
Follow-up 
Af'ter School 100 
Placement 
through 
Guidance 
Service 100 
I. VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE 
There was little evidence of' vocational guidance as 
such in these classes. Theref'ore, in making ratings on this 
item consideration was given to such factors as work habits, 
opportunities f'or socialization, pupil cooperation, up-
13!~ 
grading, arts, and manipulative programs. 
Four classes, or 15.38 per cent, were rated as Inrerior. 
Three or these classes were composed or pupils whose chrono-
logical ages ranged up to 15 years and yet the opportuni-
ties provided were so meagre as to make them wholly inade-
quate for such a large group of boys. In two instances 
there were no provisions for up-grading girls. 
Ten, or 38.46 per cent or the classes, were rated as 
Below Average. The pupils in six of these classes had op-
portunities to go on to a higher school where more sociali-
zation plus industrial arts were provided. In four classes 
where the pupils were between 13 and 17 years, there were 
no further chances ror training. No work on occupational 
information or any guidance seemed to be afforded. 
Eight, or 30.77 per cent of the classes, were rated 
as Average on Vocational Guidance. More opportunities were 
provided for these pupils who were chronologically older 
and although there was no counseling, some information on 
community jobs was available. On the lower levels up-
grading was made possible and some reading materials on the 
different kinds of jobs in the community, rurnished the 
basis for comparison. 
Four, or 15.38 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Above Average when comparisons were drawn. ~hree achieved 
this status by virtue of having hadsame counseling services 
of an educational and vocational nature. The pupils in the 
other class were from 10 to 14 years and had opportunities 
for up-grading, as well as for counseling services. Other 
than that, their craft facilities were high grade and their 
work habits and cooperative ratings were also good. 
No class was rated as Superior. 
II • WORK DURING SCHOOL TIME 
Twenty-six, or 100 per cent of the classes, made no 
provisions for work during school time and therefore were 
rated as Inferior. 
III. WORK OUTSIDE SCHOOL TIME 
Twenty-six, or 100 per cent of the classes failed to 
provide work outside of school time and therefore were rated 
1 or Inferior. 
IV. FOLLOW-UP AFTER SCHOOL 
Twenty-six, or 100 per cent of the classes did not pro-
vide for follow-up and therefore were rated as Inferior. 
V,~ PLACEMENT THROUGH GUIDANCE SERVICE 
Twenty-six, or 100 per cent of the classes, failed to 
provide placement opportunities although one guidance depart-
ment head said he would do so if ever called upon. They all 
were rat ed as Inferior. 
) 
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CH l?1~R IV 
Part III 
COl.'l:PARISOHS OF AV'""R GE SEC1l'IONAL RA'r iNGS, TO'rAL RATINGS, AND 
OF' B~s~r , VBRAG:D.: , ND .t>OORl!:ST CL' SSl!JS ON '.C i-lE Si.W 1riONAL RATll~liS 
1. These Sectional Comparisons, have been derived from 
averaging the ratings of all t he items in each section. 
2 . The total comparisons made in Part III are derived 
from averaging the ratings of all t h e items in all of the 
sections . 
3. The comparisons of the Best , Middle and Poorest , 
classes were made by using the previously-derived Sectiona l 
ratings . 
TABLE XIII 
PbRC:c;I·JlN•~.GES OF' 26 SPECIAL CL SSES Wiill :i.'l COM ARISOl'fS OF THE 
AVBR G2 Sl£C'.PIONAL RAT I NG-S OF '1'~ SCALE ¥ 1ER~ USED 
Rating 1 2 3 4 5 
Planning 7 . 69 53.85 11.54 26.92 
Equipment & 
Supplies 3 . 85 88.45 3 . 85 3.85 
Use of quip-
ment 53.85 42.31 3.85 .--
Experienc-
ing 11.54 50.00 30.77 7 . 69 
Atmosphere 3.85 26.92 38.4:6 30 . 77 
Evaluation 15. 38 34 . 62 46 . 15 3 . 85 
Future Pl ans 92 . 15 15.38 
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A. PLANN I NG 
VJhen the Sectional ratings were drawn up , it was 
revealed that under Planning , two, or 7.69 per cent of the 
classes , were rated as Inferior . Fourteen, or 53.85 per cent 
of the c_l asse s., were rated as Below Average . 'rhree or 11.54 
per cent of tbe classes , were rated as Average. Seven , or 
26 .. 92 per cent of t h e classes , were rated as Above Average . 
No class was rated as Superior . 
B . B'<r.UI.PMEln1 AJ.m SUPJ?LIE S 
One, or 3 . 85 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Inferior . Twenty- three, or 88 . 46 per cent of the classes 
were rated as Below Average. One or 3 . 85 per cent of the 
classes were rated Average. One or 3 . 85 per cent of the 
classes were rated Above Average. No class was rated as 
Superior on Equipment and Supplies . 
C • USE OF E·~{U lPiviENT 
F'ourteen, or 53 . 85 per cent of tbe classes , were rated 
as Inferior. Eleven, or 42 . 31 per cent of t he classes were 
rated as Below Average. One of 3 . 85 per cent of the classes 
was rated as Average . No class was rated Above Average or 
Superior . 
D . EXPl!;RI ENCI NG 
'.Lbree, or 11.54 per cent of the classes were rated as 
Inferior . Thirteen , or 50 . 00 per cent of the classes were 
rated as Below Average . Bit~t or 30 . 77 per cent of the 
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classes were rated as Average. Two , or 7.69 per cent of 
the classe~\~o rated above Average . No class was r a ted 
Superior. 
E. AT~;IOS Y.m:!;HE 
One , or 3 . 85 per cent of the classes~ was rated as 
Inferior~ Seven, or 26.92 per cent of the classes, were 
rated as Below AVei•age . 'l 1en , or 38 .46 per cent of' the class-
es, were rated as Average. Eight, or 30 . 77 per cent of t he 
classes, v'T61"6 rated as Above .Average. 
No class wa s rated as Superior~ 
F. EV ALUA'l'ION 
Four, or 15.38 per cent of the classes, were rated as 
Inferior. Nine, or 34 . 62 per cent of the classes, were r a ted 
as Below Average . 1rwelve, or 46 .15 of the classes, were 
rated as Average. One ~ or 3 . 85 per cent of t he classes, was 
rated as Above Average. 
No class w-as rated as Superior . 
G. PUTl.mE PLANliTING F'OR I NDIVIDUALS 
Twenty-two , or 92 .15 per cent of the classes, were rated 
as Inferior . Four, or 15.38 per cent of the classes were 
rated as Be low Avei•age. 
No class was rated as Average, Above Average, or Superio 
A comparison of all ratings, above the three, or .verage 
rating , reveals that the greatest strength is found to be: 
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(1) in Atmosphere,(2) in Planning , and {3) in Experiencing . 
Only one class was r ated above 3, in Equipment art..d Supplies , 
and in Evaluation. 1-Io class was rated above 3 in Use of 
Equipment .or in Future Pl anning f or Individuals. 
TABLE XIV 
PERCENTAW~S OF 26 SPEC IAL CL.1 SS~S WBEN OOiviPARISONS OF THE 
AV£GR.H.GB RATI HGS OF :.eiill TO'l'AL SCALE WEHE USED 
Eatings 
Percentages 
of 
Classes 
1 
7 . 69 
2 
69 . 23 
3 4 5 
23.07 
"vVhen an average o.f the total scale was used , it showed 
that two, or '7 .69 1)er cent of the classes, were rated a s 
I nferior . Ei ghteen , or 69 . 23 per cent of the classes , were 
rated as Below Average. Six, or 23 . 0'7 per cent of the 
classes, were r ated e.s Average. 
TABLE 'X"V 
COMPARISONS OF' 'l' fill 6 AVEHAGB OR B:t:;ST OLASSJ£S ON 
Tl'ili SBC1'IONJ~L RA'l'INGS 
Rating 1 2 3 4 5 
----
Pl a1ming 100 
Equipment and 
SUIJPlies 50. 33 . 33 16 . 67 
Use of 
Equipment 16.67 83 . 33 
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II 
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T ... -U3LB XV 
(Concluded ) 
----- ------
Hating 1 2 3 4 5 
Experiencing 66. 67 33 . 33 
Atmosphere 16 . 67 33 . 33 50 . 
Bvaluation 83 . 33 16 . 67 
F'uture Plans 50 50 
All six , or 100 per cent of' the classes, average or 
best , were rated as Above Average in Pl anning . 'fhree , or 50 
per cent , were rated a s Below Average in £quipment and 
Supplies , t wo of them r a t ed as .Average and only one was rated 
as 1 bove ~-l.verage. One, or 16 . 67 per cent of the classes , was 
rated.as Inferior in use of Equipment while five were rated 
as l:::elow Average . Four , or 66 . 67 per cent , were rated as 
Average in Experiencing and t"~Jvo, OI' 33 . 33 per cent, '.lllere rated 
as Above Average . Only one class was rated as Below Average 
in At mos phere while two , or 33 . 33 per cent, were rated a s 
Average , and t hree, or 50 per cent, were rated as Above Aver-
age . Five , or 83 . 33 per cent, were rat ed as Avel'age on 
Evaluation and one , or 16 . 67 per cent, was rated as Above 
Average . On F1.lture Planning f or Individuals three , or 50 per 
cent of these classes were rated as Inferior and t hree, or 
50 per cent, were rated as Be low Average . 
I 
I 
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•.r ABLE XVI 
C OM.f'~· HI SOH OF 'l,F.Li!.: 1 8 B:GLOW AV~B.: GB OH lvi iDDLE GROUP OF 
C..:LAbS.i!~S ON ~J..lHc; S:.tW;l;I Olii.~:iJ , Hi>.TIHGS 
Ra ting 
f'1anning 
~ quipment and 
Sup,i)lies 
Use of Equ ip-
ment 
Exp;;r i enc 5. ng 
Atmosphere 
Evalua tion 
Future .2l ans 
1 
6 1 . 11 
5 . 56 
16.67 
94 · '·!4 
2 
77 . 78 
100. 
33 .33 
'72.33 
27 . 7'7 
44 . 45 
5 . 56 
3 
22 . 22 
5.56 
22. 22 
44 . 44 
38 . 88 
4 
27 . 77 
l 
5 
Five , or 27.77 per cent of the 18 classes falling int o 
the middle group , were rated as Above Average on _· t mos ·bere , 
eight, or 44. 44 per cent, a s i· verage and fi ve , or 27 . 77 per 
cent, as Be low Average . In a ll oth:::: r sec t ions these 18 class-
es were r a t ed a s Average , Below Average, or Inferio:-. Four , 
or 22 . 22 per cent of the s e classes , wer e rated es Average on 
~xperiencing.; and :;:..; l anning . Fourteen , or 77 . 78 per cent Y:Jere 
r a ted as Be l ow Aver~ge , or Inferior ~ 
All of the 18 , or 100 por cent of the middle group of 
classes, were rated a s Below Average on Equipment , Supplies 
and ~uture Plaru1ing. 
One, or 5 . 56 per cent~ was rated as Average on Use of 
Equi pment, 33.33 per cent 11vere rated as Be low Lverage and 
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61.11 per cent were rated as ' Inferior. 
Seven, or 38 . 88 per cent, were rated as verage on 
Evaluation and the other classes were rated as "f3elow Average 
or Su perior. 
TABI£ XVII 
CONLr? Ar\ :.CSONS OF' 'l'lhl 2 IHFl!;R::COn , OR I'0 0R£;.;S'E , CLASS.c::S 
Ol\i 'l1Hl!: S}:l;C'l' ::C Oi·!AL HA~~I111JS 
· Eatings 
PlaY1...ning 
Equ ipment and 
Supplies 
Use of 
Equipment 
Bxper i e ncing 
At mosphere 
Eva lua. tion 
Future Pl ans 
1 
100 
50 
100 
100 
50 
50 
100 
2 
50 
50 
50 
3 4 5 
Each of t he se two poorest classe s \vas rated a s Below 
Average or Inferior, on ev e ry secti on of the s c a le. 
One cla ss "tJvas rated a s Below .t~Verage on Bquipment and 
Su pplies, .At mosphere and 3valu::>. ti on . 
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CHAP'1'EH V 
SlJl\'l.ill Y · J.·i.u COHCLl.JSI OHS 
'1'his investigation was made in order to det ermine the 
sta tus of the 26 S9ecial Clas se s in t h e eight Ka sse.chusetts 
tovms , when rated on items believed to .be of value in work 
with Specia l Classes foi' mentally-:r·etarded pu pils. 
The finding s of t h e items covered by the study were 
subjected to descriptive treatment in order to clarify all 
points at which t he classes were rated . This analysi s then 
served as the basis for de termining t h e Sectional Rating s 
and t h e 'Jlotal Ha t int::; s of t he Cl asses . 
Due to the inter-relatedness of many of the items , the 
conc l usions have been drawn large ly from the ma j or points of 
t h e : ating s c a le t h a t vofas devised at the be g inn i ng of the 
study . 
Compositi on of clas ses.- - Humber of Pupils-
1. The number of pupils in t he classes ranged 
from 8 to 20 . 
2 . There were 366 pupils in t h e 26 classes-
274 Boys 
92 Girls 
Intell i gence ·q,uotients -
1 . I'h e intelligence ':l_uotients ranged f r om 45 to 
104. 
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2 . 'l'he highe st intelliuenc~ c!uotient s i n .e.ll, or 
100 pe r cent of the clas s e s, re.nge d from 7 1 t o 104 . 
3 . 'l 'he lov:o st i :r; t e lligenc e q_uot i ent s in a ll , or· 100 
pe r· c ent o f the c 1asse s , r·anged f r om 45 to 70 . 
1 ent a l ~1-ge s-
1 . 'l 'he ment a l a §;es of the pu p ils in t he cl 8..sses 
r ,~nged from 11- 5 t o 14 - 1 . 
2 . ':Che h i ; b.es t me n t n l a e:,e s in a l l , or 100 .:. e r cent 
of t he cl~s ses , r a nged f rom 8 - G to 1 4-1. 
3 . '.L'he l ov.re s t rEent e_l s.c; s in a ll , or 100 .:_Jel .. c e nt 
of the classes , ranged fr on 4 - 5 to 11 - 5 . 
CJ:!.r ono l ogi c o.l Age s-
1. '.L'he c r.!l'ono loe; i c a. l a ·..ce s of t h e pu .,il s i n t he c l ass -
e s r a nged f rom 6 -10 to 18 -2 . 
2 . 'i'he highe st clli' onolo gica l a t:"; e s in a ll, or 100 per 
c ent of the classes, r anged from 1 2 - 2 to 18- 2 . 
3 . 'i.'he lowe st chron olog i c s. l a ges i n all , or 1 00 :per 
cent of t he class es , r anged f r om 6 -10 t o 14 - 5 • 
.:---e rce n t a ge s of c l asse s rated a s Av erage or Above verage , on 
t h e d iffe r ent sce tions , f rom the stronge st t o t he weake s t, 
1 . · t mosj_Jhere 
2 . i:..v a l uat ion 
3 . Plann ing 
4 . i.!.xperiencing 
- 18 , or 68 . 23 per cent 
of' the cla ss e s . 
- 13 , or 50 } r cent o f t he 
cle.sses. 
- 10, or 38 . 46 ~er c ent 
of the cla sses . 
10 , or 3d . 46 9 e r c ent 
of the classes . 
5 . Equ j_pment a n d 0upp l i e s - 2, or ? • 6 9 _per c e nt of 
t he cla sses . 
I 
6 . Use of ii:quipment 
7 . ::.'u ture 2lanning 
2, or 3 . 8 5 per cent of 
the classes. 
- no classes . 
Relat~~~ings of classe s ·~-t;~cordi_:qg to total l?cale. - - Per-
c entages of the classes as rated from the best to the poorest 
cla.ss on th~ total scal e , were as follo·as: 
L . verage - 6 , or 23 . \.-'7 per cent of 
the classes . 
0 
:-J . Selow Ave ras e - 18 , or 69 . 23 !Jer cent of 
the cls.s.ses . 
3 . Infe rior 2 , or 7 . 69 per cent of' 
the cl&sses . 
of the scale in which 100 per cent of the 6 best cla sses 
W·3re rated as Averaf; e or Better: 
1 . i.Jl anning 
2 . :2:xperienci:ng 
3 . Evaluati on 
Sectional ratings of the 18 b i ddle Classes . - - 'l 1he middle sroup 
of classes v,rere rat ed a s Average · or .Detter , on the different 
sections of t he scale , in the following order : 
1 • .r.tmosphere 
8 . ~valuation 
3 . r'lanning 
- 13 , or 77 . 22 per cent 
of the classes . 
7, or 38. 28 per c e nt 
of' the classes . 
4 , or 22 . 22 per cent 
of the classes . 
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4 . :c.;x perie ncing 
5 . se of l';qui pment 
- 4 , or 22 . 22 per c e nt of 
t he clas ses. 
1, or 5 . 56 per cent of 
t h e cls.sse s . 
S-c tiona l r a tings o f t he 2 ·"'l o or es t cl u. s se s ~- - He ither of t wo 
of the se clas ses wer e rat ed as Av e r age on a n y se ct i on o f t he 
s c a l e . All VJe re Be low .·wera~; e . 
'ihere would se em to b e a n e ed of mor e carefu l d i agnoses 
o f pu p ils be for e .J l a cing them in Sp e c oa l Classes , sinc e the 
ratio of 3 boys t o 1 g irl a p 1.)ea r s to be out of' prop,_ r tion . 
Y e t , a ccording to some sources, t here are n o sex d i f f e r e nce s 
in i n t e lligenc e . I·'urthermore , since the I . Q. . range is so 
grea t (rang ing from feeble-minded to normal) , perhaps r emedia l 
work , or s ome other clinica l t e chnique , rather than >=> pe cj_a l-
Class placement r:~i ght be employed in the case of some of 
t h ese pupils . Howe v e r , wh en or if such p l a c ement be f i nally 
de t e r mine ..::l , t he n assig:nm.e nt of t hcj pu p ils , a t leas t to t h e 
sec t i on of the school where they will fit ch ronolog ica lly 
and where they may v;o rk wi t h normals i f t h ey can d o so 
sati sfactori ly , ¥oul j s eem to be t he n e.t step . 
Si x of' t h e cla sses h a d pup ils whose chronol og iva l a [:;es 
· I r 2 nged f rom l ci - 6 t o 18 - 5 , yet t h ere wa s only on e h i gh school 
cla ss used in the s t udy. 1··ental a bes , c hr onolog ic a l a g es 
,_nd I •' · ., as we ll as social maturity , all s wuld be conside r - II 
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ed in making placements . Further consideration should be 
to ~ upils ·whose I . · 1 s were 50 or below . 
':Vhe interest;ing aspe cts of the many provisions have a 
bearing on the results o f this study . ~his is true of ~quip-
ment and Supplies v1hile the "Use of Equipment , ii:xperiencim.g 
and ' t mosphere , particularly , might be a f fected . In spite of 
weaknesse s in some areas , it would seem that teacher-
d ominated i t e:ms ar e superiDr to a ll other i te .. 1."' on the scale . 
:J: f the physical set - up of the rooms c oul d be changed to me e t 
the need for activity~ then more complete integration mi ght 
result . 11his , too , may have a bearing on .t>lanning,in rovid:lng 
for gre a ter fl exibility . 
Specific sug3es tions , evo lving from such relationsh ips , 
are made as follows: 
1 . I:lore emphasis Ini ~ht be pla c ed on pupi l _partici-
pat ion thi'ough cla s s and group discussion and varie d 
a ctivity .. 
2 . i . .Lore bo oks of h i gh int erest and lon vocabulary 
s h ould be provided . ':Chis might increase practicality in 
read ing and a l s o provide more fully for recrea tiona l 
out l e ts . 
3 .. 1110re exhibits and displays might be used a nd 
thereby concrete experiences mi ght ·be increased . 
1!.: . 'Tisue. l a nd audi tor•y aids of the mechani c a l type , 
such as radios , records and victroles , s lides , movie 
e uipment , and opaque projectors are needed f or !)rae-
tical purposes . Thes e shou ld supplement the pictorial 
mater i als furnis hed by the teacher s and pupils ~.nd might 
at·ford more vicarious experie nces , instead o i' heing 
only symbolic :Ln charac ter . 
II 
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5 . Arts and crafts , even industria l ar ts , mi t;;ht well Jl 
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be extended to the more function-al areas of learn ing , 
such as regular repair work and com.mon houserwld jobs. 
For a lthough a ll classes had pupils up to 12-2 in 
chronological ages , and some of' the classes , name l y , 25, 
had some pupils 14 years of age and over to whom more 
practical equipment mi e;h t be furnished, yet the maj or 
portion of' supplies were of the paper - crayon-~aint 
variety . 
6 . i~lore r ooms could be allotted for the use of class-
es , thus afford ing s ome opportunities , at l east , for 
work with normals and fop better pe i'sonal ad justments , 
particularly where other teachers were empl oyed . 
7. 'l'he use of trips and ex cursions might be profi-
tably employed for informat ional purposes , socializi r. g 
purposes , occupational guidance, and to bring concrete-
ness and lmowledge of the loca l community to the pu .Jils . 
8 . Special abilities of pupils should be discovered 
and provisions nade for their training in some branch 
of t he s chool system . 
9 . c-umula tive records of a permanent nature would 
afford guidance of a more tangible sort for the pupil s . 
10 . Vocational t;uidance might we ll be ex t ended to 
include more aptitude tests , multip l e opportunitie s to 
develop coord ina tion , dexterity and social adjustments 
v1ithin the school and not just within the class . An 
over-view of the whole economic structure and the rela tion-
ships be tween the different t ypes of jobs , might aid 
these pupils in becoming economically-competent . Inte -
grated class units and work experiences during and after 
school, mi ght afford basic training for manual and 
non- manual skills .. According to the study 1 t-vventy-two, 
or 84 . 61 :_:;)er cent of the classes , contained pu pils with 
chronological a t;es and intelligence quotients that might 
suggest the profit these pupils might know through a 
:greater amount of such tra ining . Re grouping for such 
vocational guidance , perhaps , might be practical . If 
c:b..ronological a ge , moreover , were to be used realisti-
cally , then social maturation and emotional stability 
a lso should be included. Furthermore 1 intelligence 
quotients and reading grades of the pupils mi gh t be I 
considered . 
i' lacement , and follow-up of 9upils, might well llj 
become a part of every Spe cial Gl ass . ':Crained counselors 
might be provided to aid teachers in ca rrying out such 
14:7 
extensive programs . 
11 . Finally, soclalizing op.._..1ortunities might be pro -
vided for the pupi l s of all classes . This is suggested 
because the majority of the Special Class pupils were so 
totally segregated from normal pupils , even when housed 
in the same building,. 
The above recorrunendations would seem -to apply , at l east 
in some of their aspects, to almost all of the classes. How-
ever , as t here were several classes in which pupils were in 
the lower mental and chronological age bracke t it would look 
as though , apart from the reco1nmendations concerning p l ace -
ment , these classes would profit greatly from (l) a re-
arrangement of the physical set - up of classrooms to malre 
these more attractive and usable , particularly in the removal 
of stationery desks;(2) more adequate mechanical aids and 
exhibits; (3) better academic equipment and more varieq media 
for crafts; and (4) greater pupil participation in more 
flexible and integrated programs . 
148 
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CHAPTER VI 
LD!liTA'l'IOlJS OF Tiill S'.rUDY AND .PR OBLEMS 
FOR I?Ul-tTFI_ER RESEARCH 
I • LIMI'I'A'l!IONS OF' 'l'RTS STUDY 
This study was limited by many factors , three of the 
mos t obvious being: that: 
1 . The ratings were made by one person. 
2 . 'I'he ratings were made only once . 
3 . A short period of time was spent in observing the 
actual teaching-learning situations. 
II • SUG~S'l'IONS FOR FT .. Ht'YHER Rl!.SEA..RCH 
Num.erous suggestions for .f't.1.rther research have beenved 
as a result oi~ this study . Some of these suggestions may be 
listed as follows: 
1 . Similar studies should be made, using the same classes . 
2. Another study, in which several investigators shall 
pool their findings on the same classes , should be made. 
3 . A more careful study of the classes where ratings were 
high on the total scale , or on any one section of the scale , 
should be made in order to deterr.nine valuable teaching 
techniques . 
4 . A study should be made to determine the amount of 
Specia .. l Class participation with normal pupils .. 
5. A study to determine the use of democratic processes 
(149) 
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in the Spec i al Classes might follow . 
6 . A comparison might be made of equated gr oups of pupi l s 
in re gular classes on adjusted curr icula with those in 
Spe cia l Glasses . 
7. A comparison of the equipment and supplie s afforded 
the best classes with equipment and supplies of other classes. 
8 . A comparison of the training of teachers of the best 
classes with the training of those in cla sses rated as 
Below Average . 
9 . A more thorough s tudy mi ght be made sele cting any one 
item , or section of the e cale , as its subject, and employing 
a longer time , or averaging the findings from several 
observations . 
10 . ~recise degrees of differences on the scale might be 
e stablished . 
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